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Abstract
Recent years have seen the application of machine learning (ML) to various domains.
Coupled with deep neural networks, machine learning methods are cornerstones of
adaptive learning and decision-making frameworks. However, Conveniently adopting ML techniques without carefully examining the systems’ structures and ML
techniques’ assumptions often leads to systems’ sub-optimal performance. For instance, reinforcement learning (RL), which is a machine learning technique that
estimates optimal policies through interactions between an agent and the environment, is designed for single-agent systems. In practice, a centralized RL framework
is often utilized to coordinate agents in multi-agent settings. As a result, the action
space of a such centralized framework grows exponentially with the number of agents
included in the system, which might lead to the system’s poor performance. In this
dissertation, we present a multi-agent RL framework that is applicable to various
cooperative multi-agent systems, as well as proposing new methods to bridge the
gaps in the current literature for tasks such vehicle trajectory prediction and decision
making in large-scale manufacturing systems. Our contribution is three-fold:
1. We propose a graph-based vehicle acceleration framework Traffic Graph
Framework (TGF), which captures hierarchical and chains of interactions
that might affect the predicted vehicle’s future state. The proposed framework
utilizes new variants of graph convolution that are specifically adopted for
modeling the traffic. Combined with the flexibility of graph data structure,
TGF treats the traffic as a multi-agent system and can be employed for various
traffic configurations with high prediction quality.
2. We propose a novel MARL algorithm, value-decomposition multi-agent actorcritic (VDAC). VDAC is an on-policy actor-critic that is compatible with
the parallel training paradigm, A2C. As a result, VDAC offers a reasonable
trade-off between training efficiency and algorithm performance. In our competitive evaluation, VDAC reports higher win rates than other multi-agent
actor-critics on complex multi-agent coordination tasks, StarCraft II micromanagement games.
5
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3. We propose an adaptive preventive maintenance (PM) scheduling framework
based on VDAC for large-scale manufacturing systems. In the simulation
study, the proposed framework demonstrates its effectiveness by leading other
baselines, including RL-based methods and traditional maintenance models,
on a comprehensive set of metrics. Our analysis further demonstrates that our
MARL-based method learns effective PM policies without any knowledge
about the environment and maintenance strategies.
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List of Symbols
The next list describes some of the main symbols that will be later used in the
Chapter 1. Other symbols will be introduced throughout the body of this document.
Graph and Graph Convolution
G

A directed or an undirected graph

MARL
A

A set of agents in a multi-agent system

a

An agent index that follows a ∈ A

U

A set of actions that are available for every agent

ua

An action taken by an agent indexed by a

u

A joint action

S

A set of true states

πa

A policy taken by an agent indexed by a

π

A joint policy

r

A reward

oa

An observation received by an agent indexed by a

τa

An observation-action history of an agent indexed by a

u−a

A joint action that excludes the action of an agent a

π −a

A joint policy that excludes the policy of an agent a

Aa

An advantage function with respect to agent a
11
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Q

An action-value function

V

An state-value function

Vtot

An state-value function that quantifies global state values

Va

An state-value function that quantifies agent a’s local observation values

J

The objective of a MARL problem

γ

The discount factor

θ

Learnable weights in policy networks

Chapter 1
Introduction
Recent years have seen rapid developments in the field of deep machine learning
(ML). Benefiting from deep ML’s ability to extract features, deep ML, including
deep reinforcement learning, has been applied across different domains.
In the field of intelligent driving assistance, car-following models have moved
away from traditional approaches, which make assumptions about driver’s state
such as reaction time, to deep learning models. While those deep learning attempts
differ from each other by the number of interactions among the ego-vehicle and
its surrounding vehicles, they share a commonality that only inputs of the fixed
spatial organization are allowed. This impeds those methods from generalizing into
practice as traffic scenarios in reality can be very dynamic.
Graph is a flexible data structure. In a graph, a node can be connected to an
arbitrary number of nodes, which allows graph to be applied to various domains
such as social science, biology, etc. Graph convolution, which directly operates on
graphs, aggregates neighbor information for the central node, which represents the
process of communication between the central node and its neighbors. Furthermore,
a 2-layer graph convolution enables nodes to communicate with nodes that are 2
hops away as shown in Figure 1.1.
Our traffic graph algorithm, combining the flexibility of graph data structure
and the representation ability of graph convolutions, facilitates high-quality egovehicle trajectory prediction under numerous traffic scenarios. This algorithm allows
the ego-vehicle to communicate with a dynamic number of neighbors to learn its
surrouding traffic. Although this supervised algorithm achieves state-of-the-art
performance on generating human-like driving trajectories, it cannot be applied to
multi-agent control problems as the error accumulates over the time horizon. In
contrast, RL, which maximizes a long-term objective, is adaptive to environmental
dynamics and has shown human-level performance on many control tasks without
prior knowledge. Therefore, we turn to multi-agent RL for multi-agent system
13
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(a) A graph

(b) The first graph convolution operation

(c) The second graph convolution
operation

Figure 1.1: Illustration for 2-layer graph convolution operation
control.
RL is a family of machine learning techniques that learns optimal policies
through the interactions between the agent and the environment. It does not necessarily assume an intricate understanding of the environment (environment dynamics). Instead, the RL agent gathers information about the environment by exploring
it. And the interaction proceeds in the following sequence: RL agent receives an
environment state, on which it conditions its action. The environment proceeds to
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the next state once the RL agent takes its action. At the same time, the RL agent
obtains a reward from the environment. Multi-agent RL is a branch of RL, where
more than one agents work independently but collectively for a common goal of
the environment. More specifically, agents condition their actions on local partialobservables, instead of true states of the environment. The individual actions taken
simultaneously constitute a joint action. The environment proceeds to the next true
state and returns a reward for the joint action. It is possible to directly apply singleagent RL to multi-agent tasks. However, such practice only neglects the interactions
among agents but also suffers from the magnitude of action space arised from the
number of agents in the system. In general, the lack of tailored rewards and the
access to true states pose difficulties on multi-agent coordination problems.

Figure 1.2: Multi-agent RL setup
The Last few years have seen the advance of multi-agent RL, especially valuebased methods. For instance, Value-decomposition networks (VDN) represent joint
action-value as a summation of local action-value conditioned on individual agents’
local observation history [82]. QMIX [73], a more general case of VDN, uses
a mixing network that approximates a broader class of monotonic functions to
represent joint action-values. In [79], a more complex factorization framework
three modules, called QTRAN, is introduced and shown to have good performance
on a range of cooperative tasks. While these value-based methods report a good
performance on most of the StarCraft micromanagement games [76], policy-based
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methods such as COMA [29] struggles with some of the easiest tasks in the StarCraft
micromanagement testbed.
Multi-agent policy gradients methods are facing a number of issues :
• High variance gradient estimates exacerbated in the multi-agent setting [60]
• The discrepancy between the local action-value and global action-value (the
credit assignment issue
• The proof of the learned policy converging to a locally optimal policy
Difference rewards, Da = r(s, u) − r(s, (u−a , ca )), presents a principled framework for distributing rewards among agents based on their performance. The shaped
reward Da , defined by a reward change incurred by replacing the original action ua
with a default action ca , precisely reflects the contribution of agent a to the system
by taking action ua . Difference rewards requires |A| × |U | number of parallel simulation to be rolled out at every time step to calculate Da for every agent, which
is impractical for complex tasks with numerous agents. While difference rewards
might be demanding to implement, it possesses two properties that is useful for
MARL:
• Monotonic relations holds between shaped rewards Da and the global reward
r(s, u)
• The baseline, r(s, (u−a , ca )), does not depend on ua
Therefore, any advantage function takes the form Aa = Q(s, u) − b, where b does
not depend on ua , suffice the relation implied by difference rewards.
COMA is a credit-assignment actor-critic whose convergence to a locally optimal
policy is established. COMA devices tailored gradients for agents based on their
contribution
to the overall system.
"
# COMA gradients can be written as ∇θ J =
P
a a
a
Eπ
a ∇θ log π(u |τ )A (s, u) , whose expectation, however, is proven to be
exactly the expectation of a vanilla policy gradients. COMA’s ability to assign
credits is questionable as it predicts counterfactual action-values for unseen actions.
Furthermore, COMA predicts counterfactual action-value for each action of each
agent, having issues generalizing to large-scale multi-agent problems.
This thesis presents a principled and effective actor-critic framework, valuedecomposition multi-agent actor-critic (VDAC), by enforcing the the monotonic
tot
≥
relation between local state-values V a and the global state-value Vtot , ∂V
∂V a
0, ∀a ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and a rather simple TD-advantage policy gradients, rt +
γV (st+1 ) − V (st ), that can scale to large multi-agent applications.
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The successive step is to apply VDAC to a real-world application to demonstrate
the effectiveness and efficiency of VDAC. In manufacturing systems, machines suffer from random failures as the result of degradation of parts over time [89]. These
unexpected failures abruptly interrupt normal production operations, which can not
only cause significant production losses but also require considerable resources for
prompt maintenance actions. The maintenance procedure in response to random
failures is referred to as corrective maintenance (CM). To reduce random failures,
a common industrial practice is to proactively shut down machines for preventive
maintenance (PM) according to predefined policies. However, deriving PM policies
that ensure smooth and efficient production has always been a nontrivial task since
PM actions also impact the system in ways that can incur production losses and resource costs. The costs of excessive PM might outweigh the benefits, but conversely,
inadequate PM can be ineffective in preventing random failures. It is challenging
to balance the delicate decision trade-offs that arise in PM for manufacturing systems, which are distinguished by complicated and non-linear system dynamics due
to interactions among machines/buffers and interruptions from production-related
activities [39]. Recent model-free reinforcement learning (RL) methods shed light
on how to cope with the nonlinearity and stochasticity in such complex systems.
However, the action space explosion impedes RL-based PM policies to be generalized to real applications. In order to obtain cost-efficient PM policies for a serial
production line that has multiple levels of PM actions, a novel multi-agent modeling
is adopted to support adaptive learning by modeling each machine as a cooperative
agent.
The principal contribution of this thesis is threefold:
• We propose a graph-based vehicle acceleration framework Traffic Graph
Framework (TGF), which captures hierarchical and chains of interactions
that might affect the predicted vehicle’s future state. TGF builds graphs based
on the defined relationship among vehicles. TGF’s key element is a 2-layer
graph convolution that can directly operate on graphs, which enables the predicted vehicle to "communicate" with neighbor vehicles that are 2 hops away.
Unlike other deep learning methods, the proposed framework does not require
inputs of a fixed spatial organization, thus can be employed in applications
with various traffic configurations.
• We present a general-purpose multi-agent RL algorithm, value-decomposition
multi-agent actor critic (VDAC) for various multi-agent control tasks. VDAC
is a credit-assignment actor-critic inspired by difference rewards. It learns a
viable approach to distributing rewards to agents. The proposed VDAC outperforms other policy-based algorithms in complex multi-agent coordination
tasks, StarCraft II micromanagement games.
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• Designing preventive maintenance (PM) policies that ensure smooth and efficient production for large-scale manufacturing systems is non-trivial. Recent
model-free reinforcement learning (RL) methods shed light on how to cope
with the nonlinearity and stochasticity in such complex systems. However,
the action space explosion impedes RL-based PM policies to be generalized
to real applications. To address the limitation of RL-based PM policies,
We apply VDAC to manufacturing systems to obtain PM policies effectively
and efficiently. In simulation studies, the proposed framework demonstrates
its effectiveness by leading other baselines on a comprehensive set of metrics whereas the centralized RL-based method struggles to converge to stable
policies. Our analysis further demonstrates that our multi-agent reinforcement
learning based method learns effective PM policies without any knowledge
about the environment and maintenance strategies.
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter Graph Convolution for Traffic. We introduce the necessary background on graph and graph convolution. We also provide details on converting
traffic states to traffic graphs and the adaptation we made on the original GCN. Finally, benchmark tests are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
framework.
Chapter Value-Decomposition Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning. We
present VDAC, a general-purpose multi-agent actor-critic. Additionally, preliminaries and necessary background on multi-agent RL are introduced. We further report
VDAC’s performance on complex multi-agent tasks, StarCraft II micromanagement
games, demonstrating VDAC’s effectiveness and efficiency.
Chapter Preventive Maintenance with VDAC. We first identify the gaps in
the current literature of preventive maintenance (PM) policies for manufacturing
systems. We demonstrate how to adopt VDAC to PM scheduling tasks for a production line. At last, we present the benchmark comparison between the VDAC-based
PM policies and other baselines, including traditional methods based on heuristics
and a RL-based method. Two simulation studies are conducted to show both the
effectiveness and the scalability of the proposed framework.

Chapter 2
Graph Convolution for Traffic
2.1

Background

Autonomous pilots or intelligent driving assistants predict the future state of traffic
in order to warn human drivers about collision risks. The autonomous system
in the ego-vehicle should consider not only the ego-vehicle’s interactions with its
immediate neighbors, but also hierarchical and chains of interactions that might
affect the ego-vehicle’s future state.
Many approaches have been proposed to predict the behavior of vehicles, with
most methods falling into the broad categories of regression formulations or classification formulations. While formulating the problem of predicting vehicle behaviors
as a classification problem makes it easier to train the model and compare its performance, this classification approach fails to provide detailed future traffic information
for planning the future trajectory. Regression methods, however, are able to infer the
future state of traffic, such as vehicle positions, velocities and accelerations. In the
literature, many of the methods for the regression formulation of traffic prediction
employ Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs). RNNs are widely used to study timeseries data. In particular, researchers have been successfully applying Long-Short
Term Memory (LSTM) network to various applications such as speech generation,
machine translation, and speech recognition [37]. In this work, we also use an RNN
structure as part of our proposed framework.
A principal weakness of existing driving behavior prediction methods is that they
use models that require inputs of fixed size and fixed spatial organization, making
it difficult to generalize from training sets into practice. In [67], for instance, the
proposed method uses a leader-follower model that focuses only on the interactions
between the ego-vehicle and its leading vehicle. More recently, neighbor models
that capture more interactions between ego-vehicle and its surrounding vehicles
have been proposed [4, 57]. Though these neighbor methods show some success in
19
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predicting the ego-vehicle’s future acceleration, they only consider a fixed number
of neighbor vehicles. In addition, they need to deal with information padding if one
of the pre-defined neighbors is absent.

2.2

Executive Summary

In this study, we propose a flexible driving behavior prediction framework that we
call the Traffic Graph Framework. Combining Graph Convolution Networks (GCNs)
and LSTMs, our proposed method is able to capture not only spatial features of various sizes but also temporal features. This framework consists of undirected graphs
that represent the interactions between vehicles, a multi-layer graph convolution
neural network used to directly encode the graph structure, and a fully-connected or
LSTM mixture density network used to predict future acceleration distributions.
In series of empirical tests, we investigate the the performance of our proposed
models relative to baselines, including GAT and other GCN variants. The test
environment for our methods is a simulation designed to mimic real-world traffic.
The simulation is built using the NGSIM I-80 dataset, which contains vehicle trajectories of more than 2000 individual drivers [20]. In the simulation, ego-vehicles’
traffic states are propagated based on models’ predictions. Models are evaluated by
comprehensive metrics to measure the discrepancy between the generated trajectories and the ground truth. Furthermore, ablation studies were performed to analyze
the effectiveness of the proposed GCNs and RNN architectures. Results show
that including the proposed GCNs and RNN structure improves model’s prediction
quality.

2.3

Graph Convolution

In this study, we consider an undirected graph G = (E, V ) with N nodes vi ∈ V ,
edges
(vi , vj ) ∈ E, an adjacency matrix A ∈ RN ×N , a degree matrix with Dii =
P
N ×F
. This graph G is utilized
j Aij , and a nodes feature information matrix X ∈ R
to describe the relationship of interests (i.e. whether two vehicles are considered as
neighbors) among vehicles on highway.
Graph neural networks (GNNs) are a type of neural network designed for the
analysis of graphs [98]. Recently, GNNs have been drawing increasing attention
from both academia and industry for the flexibility that the graph data structure
provides and for their convincing performance on various tasks in different domains,
such as social science [34, 51], neural science [30], and knowledge graphs [33]. For
instance, motivated by a first-order approximation of spectral convolution on a
graph, Graph Convolution Networks (GCNs) are a computationally efficient variant
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of GNNs that have shown success in achieving fast and scalable classification of
nodes in a graph [51]. Another class of GNNs is the Graph Attention Network
(GAT), which utilizes self-attention [7] to allow for inductive reasoning among
nodes, thereby providing additional interpretability while matching other GNNs on
benchmark evaluation.
GCN: GCN takes input as a graph G and output nodes encodings. We consider
the propagation rule originally introduced in [51] as our base model:

1
1
(2.1)
H l+1 = σ D̂− 2 ÂD̂− 2 H l W l ,
where Â = A + IN is the summation of the undirected graph G’s adjacency matrix
with binary entries A and self-connection
lN ∈ RN , lN ∈ RN is a identity matrix, D
P
l
is a degree matrix with Dii = j A, W l ∈ RN ×C is a matrix of trainable weights
at depth l, σ is an activation function, and H l is the encoding of all nodes in the
graph at depth l (H 0 = X).
This layer-wise propagation rule can be rewritten in the following vector form:
hl+1
vi = σ

X hlvj
j

cij

Wl +

hlvi l 
W .
cii

Here, j indexes neighboring nodes of vi , normalization factor
− 12

(2.2)
1
cij

is an entry located

− 12

at the ith row, jth column of D̂ ÂD̂ .
The propagation rule represented by Equation 2.1 is a first-order approximation
of spectral convolution on a graph. It provides two advantages when used to analyze
graphs: first, it enables to aggregate lth order neighborhood of a central node
during the encoding process; second, it prevents us from prohibitively expensive
eigendecomposition of the graph Laplacian compared with spectral convolution
models [51]. Those properties offer us a computational efficient approach to learn
the interactions between vehicles that are not directly connected in the graph.
GCN utilizes a pre-defined adjacency matrix A whose entries are binary to
obtain normalization factors ci,j = α1i,j . In contrast, GAT, which applies selfattention, learns to generate the normalization factors for neighbouring nodes rather
than resorting to weights in adjacency matrix A:


exp LeakyReLU BWa hi + W Wa hj )

αij = P
(2.3)
 ,
exp
LeakyReLU
BW
h
+
W
W
h
)
a i
a k
k∈Ni
where i indexes the central node, j indexes the surrounding nodes, Wa , B and
W are weights in self-attention with B applied to central nodes and W applied to
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surrounding nodes, LeakyReLU is an activation function, and αij is equivalent to
normalization factor c1ij mentioned in previous equations. Following the practice
in [23], we utilized different layer weights, B and W , to attend to central and
neighbouring nodes respectively. Self-attention weights Wa , B, and W are updated
such that GAT learns how to distribute αij .

2.4

Micro-level Highway Traffic Graph

In the car-following literature, models are proposed to capture the interactions among
the ego vehicle and its neighbors despite the definition of neighbors differs in the
spectrum of research. In this study, we use a flexible data structure, graph, to
model the relationship between the ego vehicle and its neighbors, which enable us
to include a flexible number of neighbors depending on the traffic. As shown in
Figure 2.1, for a vehicle pair (vi , vj ) where vi ∈ V and vj ∈ V , the edge (vi , vj ) is
connected if and only if:
• vehicle vj and vi appear at the same frame; and
• vehicle vj is less than one lane away from vehicle vi at the current frame
(vehicle vj should be on the same lane with vehicle vi or on vehicle i’s left,
right lanes); and
• the absolute value difference of vehicle vj ’s y-coordinate and vehicle vi ’s
y-coordinate is less than the designated value τ at the current frame.
Note that there is no fixed limit on the number of neighbors; all vehicles within
an ego-vehicle’s designated distance τ are its neighbor vehicles. In NGSIM I-80
dataset, the traffic of the study area changes frequently. The traffic, hence, is updated
at the same frequency as data was collected in the original dataset. Figure 2.1(c),
and Figure 2.1(d) present statistics regarding graphs.
In this work, we adopt the features used in [57]. For a vehicle node in the graph at
frame t, its feature vector includes the following elements: vehicle lane id lt , vehicle
class id c, vehicle velocity vt , vehicle acceleration at , relative distance from 3 nearest
front neighbor vehicles {df1 , df2 , df3 } (pad τ if the number of front neighbors is
smaller than 3), and negative relative distance from 3 nearest rear neighbor vehicles
{−dr1 , −dr2 , −dr3 } (pad −τ if the number of rear neighbors is less than 3).

2.5

GCNs for Traffic

The propagation rule represented by Equation 2.1 is a first-order approximation of
spectral convolution on a graph. It provides two advantages when used to analyze
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(a) An ego-vehicle considers vehicles
only within 1 lanes away as potential
neighbor vehicles. A potential neighbor
vehicle will be deemed as ego-vehicle’s
neighbor if and only if the absolute value
of their headway distance is smaller than
τ

(c) A box plot of the number of nodes
in graphs. This depicts the size of traffic
graphs

(b) A graph is constructed by connecting
every vehicle with their neighbor vehicles. Graph nodes share the same feature
fields

(d) A box plot of the number of neighbours possessed by every vehicle node
in graphs. This indicates the number of
edges per each node possessed in traffic
graphs

Figure 2.1: Mapping from real world traffic to traffic graph

graphs: first, it enables to aggregate lth order neighborhood of a central node
during the encoding process; second, it prevents us from prohibitively expensive
eigendecomposition of the graph Laplacian compared with spectral convolution
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models [51]. Those properties offer us a computational efficient approach to learn
the interactions between vehicles that are not directly connected in the graph.

2.5.1

Ego-discriminated GCN

(EGCN): During the implementation of the base model, we find that self-connection
affects the performance of the system, an observation that leads to our adaptation
of the base model. Self-connection was used to alleviate the problem of vanishing/exploding gradients in GCNs [51]. However, this method applies the same
weight W l to both the central node and its surrounding nodes. In our experiments,
we find it is beneficial to remove the self-connection and apply different layer weights
to discriminate the central node from its surrounding node. This leaves us with the
ego-discriminated propagation rule, which can be represented as follows:

 1
1
H l+1 = σ D− 2 AD− 2 H l W l + IN H l B l ,

(2.4)

l

where lN ∈ RN is an identity matrix, B l ∈ RN ×C are trainable weights at depth l for
central nodes. The corresponding vector form is given in the following expression:
hl+1
vi

=σ

 X hl
j

2.5.2

hlvi l 
W +
B .
cij
cii
vj

l

(2.5)

Distance-Aware Graph Convolution Network

: For the models mentioned in the previous section, their adjacency matrices Â and
A only denote whether a pair of vehicles is close or not, but they do not describe
the degree of closeness. Based on our empirical driving experience–the closer our
neighbor vehicle is, the more attention we will pay to it–we use absolute inverse
relative distances as entries for our adjacency matrix Ã to differentiate the degree of
closeness between vehicles. Therefore, we introduce the following distance-aware
layer-wise propagation rule in our multi-layer GCN (DGCN):

 1
1
H l+1 = σ D̃− 2 ÃD̃− 2 H l W l + IN H l B l .
Here, Ã is an adjacency matrix with Ãij =

1
|yvi −yvj |

(2.6)

where yi represents vehicle vi ’s
P
y-coordinate. D̃ is a degree matrix with D̃ii = j Aij . In this propagation rule,
Ã’s entries denote the degree of closeness between vehicles. To stablize gradients
during training, we discretize the degree of closeness into three levels: 1, 2, and 3,
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which represent far away, medium close and very close, respectively. Equation 2.6
can also be rewritten in the following vector form:

 X hl
vj
l+1
W l + hlvi B l ,
(2.7)
hvi = σ
c̃ij
j
1

1

where c̃ij is an entry located at ith row and jth column of D̃− 2 ÃD̃− 2 .

2.5.3

Long-short Term Memory

The Long-short Term Memory (LSTM), which is a type of RNN that can remember
the past state, is used to incorporate the temporal information in predicting the
ego-vehicle’s future acceleration. The LSTM unit that is used in this study can be
written as follows:
ft = σg (Wf xt + Uf ht−1 + bf )
it = σg (Wi xt + Ui ht−1 + bi )
ot = σg (Wo xt + Uo ht−1 + bo )
c̃t = σc (Wc xt + Uc ht−1 + bc )
ct = ft ◦ ct−1 + it ◦ c̃t
ht = ot ◦ σc (ct )

(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.11)
(2.12)
(2.13)

. Here, W , and U denote learnable weights and b represents bias, αg is a sigmoid
activation, αc is a hyperbolic tangent activation, xt is the input for the currrent
timestep t, ht−1 and ht denote the hidden state for the previous and the current
timestep respectively, ft is the output of the forget gate, it is the output of the input
gate, ot is the output of the output gate, c̃t is used to calculate the cell state ct .

2.5.4

Gaussian Mixture Model

In this work, we aim to predict human driver’s acceleration distribution given the
current traffic state. Hence the output of our network model is Gaussian mixture
model (GMM) parameters that characterize the future acceleration distribution. This
mixture density network (MDN) is first proposed by Bishop [9] and been successfully
applied in speech recognition and other fields [75]. For a K-component GMM, the
probability of the predicted acceleration follows this equation:
p(a) =

K
X

wi N (a|µi , σi2 ),

(2.14)

i=1

where wi , µi , and σi are the weight, mean, standard deviation of the ith mixture
component respectively.
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2.6

Dataset and Training

Dataset: The NGSIM I-80 dataset contains detailed vehicle trajectory data collected
using synchronized digital video cameras on eastbound I-80 in Emeryville, CA. This
dataset provides precise positions, velocities and other vehicle information over three
15-minute periods at 10 Hz. The study area covers approximately 500 meters in
length and consists of six freeway lanes, including a high-occupancy lane and an onramp lane. We use the NGSIM I-80 reconstructed dataset, which contains vehicles
position, velocity, acceleration from 4:00 p.m. to 4:15 p.m., because it corrects
errors such as extreme acceleration, and inconsistent vehicle IDs [65] [66]. We split
the data into training sets and testing sets by a ratio of 4 to 1.
Data Preparation: Both training set and testing set are divided into 12-second
segments (120 frames). The first 2-second segments (20 frames) are used to initialize
the internal state of LSTM networks. Since the aim of the research is to predict
driving acceleration using GCNs, we need to prepare traffic graphs from the raw data.
Training: All models are trained to output predicted parameters for distributions
Table 2.1: Model Configuration
Model
Fully-connected
GCN base
GAT
EGCN
DGCN
LSTM
GCN with LSTM
GAT with LSTM
EGCN with LSTM
DGCN with LSTM

layer 1
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
128

layer 2
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256
256

layer 3
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
128
128

LSTM
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

clip norm
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

adjacency type
/
binary
binary
binary
inverse distance
/
binary
binary
binary
inverse distance

over future acceleration values. Note that every model in this work shares the same
hyperparameters because we aim to compare the effectiveness of GNN and LSTM
on improving model performance in the task of driver behavior prediction. We set
τ = 20 feet, empirically.
Model structures are shown in Table 2.1. Each model consists of 3 hidden
layers and a 30-component MDN layer. Layer 1 applies Relu activation while
other layers do not use any activation. Layer 1 and layer 2 are followed by batch
normalization. Batch normalization is a mechanism to address the problem of
internal covariate shift. It has been reported that adding batch normalization to
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state-of-the-art image classification networks yields higher classification accuracy
compared with the original networks [42]. The performance of our models is also
found to improve when batch normalization is applied. Layer 3 is either an FC layer
or an LSTM layer. The final 30-component MDN layer follows layer 3 and has an
output size of 90, which corresponds to a 30-component GMM’s parameters.
All models are trained for 5 epochs. During training, the models are optimized
by the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 1 × 10−3 [50]. A dropout of 10
percent is applied to help prevent overfitting. Gradient norm clipping is also used
to deal with gradient vanishing and gradient explosion [70]. All networks are
implemented in TensorFlow [2] based on Kpif’s GCN package [51] and Veličković’s
GAT package [88].

2.7

Evaluation

Once trained, each model is used to generate simulated trajectories. For every
trajectory in the test set, the first 2-second segments (20 frames) of true data are
used to initialize LSTM’s internal state. In the following 10 seconds, ego-vehicle’s
velocity and position can be updated by assuming the following equations:
v(t + δt) = v(t) + a(t + δt) × δt
y(t + δt) = y(t) + v(t + δt) × δt,

(2.15)

where v is ego-vehicle’s velocity, y is ego-vehicle’s Y -coordinate and a is vehicle’s
acceleration. The graph and node features are updated by propagating other vehicles’
true trajectory data and ego-vehicle’s simulated trajectory. Following the practice
in [67], we evaluate the quality of simulated trajectories by the following metrics:
• Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE): We use root mean squared error to evaluate the discrepancy of speed values between simulated trajectories and true
trajectories at designated horizons for a given ego-vehicle:
v
u
m X
n
u 1 X
i,j 2
i
(vH
− v̂H
),
(2.16)
RM SEvelocity = t
mn i=1 j=1
where m is the number of true trajectories, n = 20 is the number of simulated
i
trajectories per true trajectory, vH
is the velocity of ith true trajectory at
i,j
horizon H, v̂H is the value in jth simulated trajectory at time horizon H.
Similarly, we also use root mean squared error to evaluate the displacement
in Y -coordinate at 10 second horizon between simulated trajectories and true
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Figure 2.2: RMSE results for all models
trajectories:
v
u
m X
n
u 1 X
i,j 2
i
t
RM SEY =
(y10
− ŷ10
),
mn i=1 j=1

(2.17)

i,j
i
where y10
is the Y -coordinate of ith true trajectory at 10 second, ŷ10
is the
simulated Y -coordinate value for sample j in the ith trajectory at 10 second
horizon.

Figure 2.2 shows the velocity RMSE for the top 6 models over prediction
horizons between 1 and 10 seconds. Models with original GCN [51] and
GAT [88] are not included because of their bad performance in generating
predicted trajectories. In general, the velocity RMSE accumulates over the
time horizon. Our adapted GCN models outperform non-GCN models. For
non-GCN models, LSTM outperforms the fully-connected model because
LSTM is able to access past information. For GCN models, EGCN model
and DGCN with LSTM outperform other GCN models.
The Y -coordinate RMSE column in Table 2.2 denotes the displacement in
Y -coordinate between simulated trajectories and their corresponding true trajectories. EGCN model outperforms other models. Velocity RMSE at 10
second horizon reveals the discrepancy of speed between simulated trajectories and the ground truth. DGCN with LSTM outperforms other models in
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this metric.
Table 2.2: RMSE Analysis
Model
Fully-connected (FC)
GCN base
GAT
EGCN
DGCN
LSTM
GCN with LSTM
GAT with LSTM
EGCN with LSTM
DGCN with LSTM

Y RMSE @ 10 s (m)
2.89
3.52
4.13
1.40
1.91
1.61
3.40
4.09
1.86
1.63

Velocity RMSE @ 10 s (m/s)
0.526
0.622
0.688
0.258
0.360
0.331
0.653
0.728
0.321
0.256

• Negative Headway Distance Occurrence: This metric is used to evaluate
models’ robustness. It records the occurrences of unrealistic states led by
models’ poor decision making. Two types of negative headway distances
are considered: (1) ego-vehicle’s negative headway distance representing
collisions with the front vehicle; and (2) following vehicle’s negative headway
distance denoting collisions between the ego-vehicle and its following vehicle.
A robust model will have minimal negative headway distance occurrence.
Table 2.3 shows the number of negative headway occurrences over number
of simulated trajectories for all models. Consistent with RMSE analysis, the
results from Table 2.3 demonstrates that original GCN models often produce
poor acceleration predictions which lead to unrealistic states. EGCN model
and DGCN with LSTM model are robust because there are no unrealistic
states occurring in their simulated trajectories.
• Jerk Sign Inversions: We use the number of jerk sign inversions per trajectory
to evaluate the similarity between the smoothness of the true and simulated
trajectories. This metric is used to quantify oscillations in model’s acceleration
predictions.
Simulated trajectories of most of models have slightly higher jerk sign inversions than the true trajectories while the LSTM baseline model is not able to
generate smooth trajectories. In addition, jerk sign inversions, combined with
previous metrics, indicate that the trajectories generated by GAT with LSTM
model fail to react against the changes of the ego-vehicle’s surrounding traffic.
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Table 2.3: Jerk Sign Inversions Per Trajectory
Model
Fully-connected (FC)
GCN base
GAT
EGCN
DGCN
LSTM
GCN with LSTM
GAT with LSTM
EGCN with LSTM
DGCN with LSTM
True trajectory

Jerk Sign Inversions
7.5
7.5
5.9
7.5
7.3
13.7
6.7
0.0
9.5
7.3
6.3

Negative Headway Occurrence Rate
0.08
0.17
0.27
0
0.03
0.02
0.17
0.27
0.01
0
/

Figure 2.3 shows the sample simulated trajectories by models, including adapted
GCN models and non-GCN models. It can be seen that non-GCN models predict
poorly if the ground truth trajectory includes a long period of acceleration values
that are very close to zero while GCN models is able to generate smooth trajectories
close to the ground truth. In addition, non-GCN models are prone to predict extreme
acceleration values, which is compensated by oscillation of acceleration values.

2.8

Discussion

Our experiments are designed to answer the following research questions:
• Does GCN improve model performance and are our adaptations to GCN
beneficial?
• Does including LSTM increase prediction quality?
• Why do GAT models fail to generate realistic trajectories?
First, we discover that we improve GCN’s performance when we delete selfconnections and apply different weights to the central nodes and their surrounding
nodes. For GCN base model, we reduced velocity RMSE by 58.5% at 10 seconds
horizon and negative headway occurrence by 17% during simulation. For GCN
with LSTM model, we reduced its 10 seconds horizon velocity RMSE by 50.8%
and negative headway occurrence by 15%.
Second, our experiments demonstrated that GCNs improve model performance.
GCN models are able to generate smooth and robust trajectories close to the ground
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(a) LSTM models

(b) Fully-connected models

(c) LSTM models

(d) Fully-connected models

Figure 2.3: Simulated Trajectories For All Models (Orignial GCN and GAT models
are excluded for their bad performance)

truth. For both LSTM and fully-connected models, the non-GCN baseline model
is outperformed by its GCN couterparts, in general. Note that, in the experiments,
our GCN models and non-GCN models share the same number of hidden layers and
the same number of neurons in each hidden layer. Compared with non-GCN fullyconnected model, our EGCN model reduced the negative headway occurrence rate
from 0.08 to 0, 10 seconds horizon velocity RMSE by 59.6%. Compared with nonGCN LSTM, our DGCN with LSTM reduced the negative headway occurrence rate
from 0.02 to 0, jerk sign inversions from 13.7 to 7.3 and 10 seconds horizon velocity
RMSE by 22.7%. This trend can also be observed in Figure 2.3. The multi-layer
GCN’s ability to capture multitudes of interactions between vehicles hierarchically
improves model’s prediction quality in terms of our evaluation metrics.
In general, we find that adding LSTM structure improves model prediction
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quality. Among all models, the best model is DGCN with LSTM. During simulation,
this model is able to generate robust and smooth driving trajectories with 0 negative
headway, 7.3 jerk sign inversions and 0.256 for 10-second horizon velocity RMSE.
GATs utilize self-attention to assign attentional weights αij for neighbouring
node j. The attentional weights αij indicate the relationship between the central
node and its surrounding nodes. Following [7], we investigated αij to understand
why GAT models fail in our experiment. The investigation shows that the relational
kernel in the baseline GAT models fails to learn the relationships between central
nodes and their surrounding nodes. From the sample in the vehicle 829 at the frame
2373, the relational kernel in the second GAT layer of the GAT model assigns the
same weights to every node: vehicle 829 initially has two neighbours, 818 and 835.
The attentional weights for each node, including the central node 829, is 0.333.
Later in the trajectory, another vehicle 795 approaches the ego-vehicle 829 and the
attentional weights assigned to all 4 nodes are 0.25.

2.9

Conclusion

In this study, we propose the use of graphs defined by the spatial relationships between vehicles, to model traffic. We further build GCN models, operating on graphs,
to predict future acceleration distributions. We propose two GCN models adapted
from the state-of-art GCN and studied the effectiveness of LSTM architectures in
our prediction models. Our resulting frameworks outperform others on the task of
acceleration prediction.
While our proposed methods have been shown to improve prediction performance, much work remains to be done. This work can be extended to prediction
in two dimensions, which is an important problem in autonomous driving. At the
same time, it will be interesting to evaluate different graph construction strategies,
such as strategies that include multiple layers of relationships.

2.10

Related Work

The task of modeling driving behavior consists of modeling car-following behaviors
and lane-changing behaviors. In our work, we focus on augmenting the car-following
model.
Car-following models capture the interaction between the ego-vehicle and the
vehicles directly adjacent on the microscopic level of the traffic. Based on the number
of interactions captured, models can be categorized as being either a single-lane or
multiple-lanes.
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A single-lane model focuses on the interactions between vehicles in a single lane.
This model considers up to two kinds of interactions: namely, the ego-vehicle with
its leading vehicle, and the ego-vehicle with its following vehicle. Many traditional
fixed-form models fall into this category, including the Gazis-Herman Rothery
model [15], the collision avoidance model [52], linear models [36], psycho-physical
models [62], and fuzzy logic-based models [47].
Some recent general driving models have moved away from making assumptions
about drivers. Lefèvre et al. compare the performance of feed-forward mixture
density network against traditional baselines [56]. Their empirical tests suggest that
the proposed method is able to achieve performance comparable to the baselines.
Morton et al. study the effectiveness of LSTM in predicting driving behavior on
highways. They reveal that the LSTM’s ability to remember historic states of the
ego-vehicle appears to be the key to achieving the state-of-art performance [67].
More recently, multiple-lane models that consider more interactions, coupled
with neural networks, have been introduced in the literature. Kim et al. propose a
framework based on LSTM to predict vehicle’s future position over the occupancy
grid [48]. Altche et al. use LSTM that predicts traffic using as input state information
on the ego-vehicle states and up to 9 of its neighbors. The model is trained and
evaluated on the NGSIM 101 dataset which has trajectories from more than 6000
individual drivers [4].
Diehl et al. [23] used GNNs for vehicle coordinates prediction and demonstrated
that GAT models outperform other baselines. Note that our method differs from that
work in three main ways. First, we are interested in generating vehicle trajectories.
Hence, our models are structured to predict 0.1-second future acceleration, which
can be propagated to vehicle trajectories of any length with velocity, acceleration, and
coordinates information. Diehl et al. aim to predict the 5-second-later coordinates of
a vehicle, which contains limited information for the construction of realistic vehicle
trajectories. Second, our framework allows for including an arbitrary number of
neighbors. The models of Diehl et al., by contrast, consider only up to 8 neighbors,
which might result in ignoring important information about the state of traffic around
ego-vehicles. Third, we believe that information of ego-vehicle’s past states affects
future actions. Diehl et al. does not consider RNN structure, whereas we include
this structure because it acts to memorize the past states of a vehicle. Furthermore,
we analyze the performance of GNNs with and without RNNs.
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Chapter 3
Value-Decomposition Multi-Agent
Reinforcement Learning
3.1

Background

Breakthroughs in Q-learning have been made using joint action-value factorization
techniques. Value-decomposition networks (VDN) represent joint action-value as a
summation of local action-value conditioned on individual agents’ local observation
history [82]. In [73], a more general case of VDN is proposed using a mixing
network that approximates a broader class of monotonic functions to represent joint
action-values called QMIX. In [79], a more complex factorization framework three
modules, called QTRAN, is introduced and shown to have good performance on
a range of cooperative tasks. While QMIX reports the best performance on the
StarCraft micromanagement testbed [76], we find that QMIX, in some StarCraft II
compositions, has issues learning good policies that can consistently defeat enemies
when using the A2C training paradigm [63], which was originally introduced to
enable algorithms to be executed efficiently.
On the other hand, on-policy actor-critic methods, such as counterfactual multiagent (COMA) [29], can leverage the A2C framework to improve training efficiency
at the cost of performance. [76] point out that there is a performance gap between
the state-of-the-art actor-critic method, COMA, and QMIX on the StarCraft II
micromanagement testbed.
To bridge the gap between multi-agent Q-learning and multi-agent actor-critic
methods, as well as offer a reasonable trade-off between training efficiency and
algorithm performance, we propose a novel actor-critic framework called valuedecomposition actor-critic (VDAC). Let V a , ∀a ∈ {1, . . . , n} denote the local state
value that is conditioned on agent a’s local observation, and let Vtot denote the
global state-value that is conditioned on the true state of the environment. VDAC
35
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takes an actor-critic approach but adds local critics, which share the same network
with the actors and estimate the local state values V a . The central critic learns the
global state value Vtot . The policy is trained by following a gradient dependent on
the central critic. Further, we examines two approaches for calculating Vtot .

3.2

Executive Summary

VDAC is based on three main ideas. First, unlike QMIX, VDAC is compatible with
a A2C training framework that enables game experience to be sampled efficiently.
This is due to the fact that multiple games are rolled out independently during
training. Second, similar to QMIX, VDAC enforces the following relationship
between local state-values V a and the global state-value Vtot :
∂Vtot
≥ 0,
∂V a

∀a ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

(3.1)

This idea is related to difference rewards [95], in which each agent learns from a
shaped reward that compares the global reward to the reward received when that
agent’s action is replaced with a default action. Difference rewards require that any
action that improves an agent’s local reward also improves the global reward, which
implies the monotonic relationship between shaped local rewards and the global
reward. While COMA (also inspired by difference rewards) focuses on customizing
shaped rewards ra from the global reward rtot in a pairwise fashion ra = f (rtot ),
VDAC represents the global reward by all agents’ shaped rewards rtot = f (r1 , ..., rn )
. Third, VDAC is trained by following a rather simple policy gradient that is
calculated from a temporal-difference (TD) advantage. We theoretically demonstrate
that the proposed method is able to converge to a local optimum by following this
policy gradient. Despite the fact that TD advantage policy gradients and COMA
gradients are both unbiased estimates of a vanilla multi-agent policy gradients, our
empirical study favors TD advantage policy gradients over COMA policy gradients.
This study strives to answer the following research questions:
• Research question 1: Is the TD advantage gradient sufficient
to optimize multi-agent actor-critics when compared to a COMA
gradient?
• Research question 2: Does applying state-value factorization
improve the performance of actor-critics?
• Research question 3: Does VDAC provide a reasonable tradeoff between training efficiency and algorithm performance when
compared to QMIX?
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• Research question 4: What are the factors that contribute to the
performance of the proposed VDAC?

3.3

Preliminaries and Technical Background

Decentralized Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (Dec-POMDPs):
Consider a fully cooperative multi-agent task with n agents. Each agent identified by
a ∈ A ≡ {1, . . . , n} takes an action ua ∈ U simultaneously at every timestep, forming a joint action u ∈ U ≡ U a , ∀a ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The environment has a true state
s ∈ S, a transition probability function P (s0 |s, u) : S × U × S → S, and a global
reward function r(s, u) : S × U → R. In the partial observation setting, each agent
draws an observations z ∈ Z from the observation function O(S, A) : S × A → Z.
Each agent conditions a stochastic policy π(ua |τ a ) : T × U → [0, 1] on its
observation-action history τ a ∈ T ≡ Z × U . Throughout this paper, quantities
in bold represent joint quantities over agents, and bold quantities with the superscript −a denote joint quantities over agents other than
agent a. MARL
P a given
l
γ
r
.
agents aim to maximize the discounted return Rt = ∞
t+l The joint value
l=1
π
function V (st ) = E[Rt |st = s] is the expected return for following the joint policy
π from state s. The value-action function Qπ (s, u) = E[Rt |st = s, u] defines the
expected return for selecting joint action u in state s and following the joint policy
π.
Single-Agent Policy Gradient Algorithms: Policy gradient methods adjust the
parameters θ of the policy in order to maximize the objective J(θ) = Es∼pπ ,u∼π [R(s, u)]
by taking steps in the direction of ∇J(θ). The gradient with respect to the policy
parameters is
∇θ J(θ) = Eπ [∇θ log πθ (a|s)Qπ (s, u)]

(3.2)

, where pπ is the state transition by following policy π, and Qπ (s, u) is an actionvalue.
To reduce variations in gradient estimates, a baseline b is introduced. In actorcritic approaches [53], an actor is trained by following gradients that are dependent
on the critic. This yields the advantage function A(st , ut ) = Q(st , ut )−b(st ), where
b(st ) is the baseline (V (st ) or another constant is commonly used as the baseline).
TD error rt + γV (st+1 ) − V (st ), which is an unbiased estimate of Q(st , ut ), is a
common choice
functions. In practice, a TD error that utilizes an
P for advantage
i
k
n-step return k−1
γ
r
+
γ
V
(s
t
t+k ) − V (st ) yields good performance [63].
i=0
Multi-Agent Policy Gradient (MAPG) Algorithms: Multi-agent policy gradient methods are extensions of policy gradient algorithms with a policy πθa (ua |τ ‘a ), a ∈
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{1, · · · , n}. Perhaps the simplest multi-agent gradient can be written as:
"
#
X
a a
∇θ J = Eπ
∇θ log πθ (u |τ )Qπ (s, u) .

(3.3)

a

Taking into the fact agent’s policies are independent, the joint policy π can be written
as a product of independent policies:
Y
π(u|s) =
π a (ua |τ a )
(3.4)
a

And the vanilla multi-agent gradient can be represented in a single-agent RL
fashion:
"
#
X
∇θ J = Eπ
∇θ log πθ (ua |τ a )Qπ (s, u)
a

"

#

= Eπ ∇θ log

Y

πθ (ua |τ a )Qπ (s, u)

(3.5)

a

= Eπ [∇θ log πθ (u|s)Qπ (s, u)]
Compared with policy gradient methods, MAPG faces the issues of high variance
gradient estimates [60] and credit assignment [29]. Multi-agent policy gradients
in the current literature often take advantage of CTDE by using a central critic
to obtain extra state information s, and avoid using the vanilla multi-agent policy
gradients (Equation 3.3) due to high variance. For instance, [60] utilize a central
critic to estimate Q(s, (a1 , . . . , an )) and optimize parameters in actors by following
a multi-agent DDPG gradient, which is derived from Equation 3.3:
∇θa J = Eπ [∇θa π(ua |oa )∇ua Qua (s, u)|ua =π(oa ) ].

(3.6)

Unlike most actor-critic frameworks, [29] claim to solve the credit assignment issue
by applying the following counterfactual policy gradients:
"
#
X
∇θ J = Eπ
∇θ log π(ua |τ a )Aa (s, u) ,
(3.7)
a

P
where Aa (s, u) = Qπ (s, u) − ua πθ (ua |τ a )Qaπ (s, (u−a , ua )) is the counterfactual
advantage for agent a. Note that [29] argue that the COMA gradients provide agents
with tailored gradients, thus achieving credit assignment. At the same time, they
also prove that COMA is a variance reduction technique.
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Table 3.1: Actor-Critics studied.
Algorithm
IAC [29]
VDAC-sum
VDAC-mix
Naive Critic
COMA [29]

3.4

Central Critic
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Value Decomposition
Linear
Non-linear
-

Policy Gradients
TD advantage
TD advantage
TD advantage
TD advantage
COMA advantage

Methods

In addition to the previously outlined research questions, our goal in this work is
to derive RL algorithms under the following constraints: (1) the learned policies
are conditioned on agents’ local action-observation histories (the environment is
modeled as Dec-POMDP), (2) a model of the environment dynamics is unknown
(i.e. the proposed framework is task-free and model-free), (3) communication is
not allowed between agents (i.e. we do not assume a differentiable communication
channel such as [21]), and (4) the framework should enable parameter sharing among
agents (namely, we do not train different models for each agent as is done in [85]). A
method that met the above criteria would constitute a general-purpose multi-agent
learning algorithm that could be applied to a range of cooperative environments,
with or without communication between agents. Hence, the following methods are
proposed.

3.4.1

Naive Central Critic Method

A naive central critic (naive critic) is proposed to answer the first research question:
is a simple policy gradient sufficient to optimize multi-agent actor-critic methods.
As shown in Fig 3.1, naive critic’s central critic shares a similar structure with
COMA’s critic. It takes (st , ut−1 ) as the input and outputs V (s). Actors follow a
rather simple policy gradient, a TD advantage policy gradient that is common in the
RL literature given by:
"
#
X

a a
∇θ J = Eπ
∇θ log π(u |τ ) Q(s, u) − V (s) ,
(3.8)
a

where Q(s, u) = r + γV (s0 ). In the next section, we will demonstrate that policy
gradients taking the form of Equation 4.9 under our proposed actor-critic frameworks
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Figure 3.1: Naive Critic
are also unbiased estimates of the naive multi-agent policy gradients. Algorithm 1
describes the naive critic.

3.4.2

Value Decomposition Actor-Critic

Difference rewards enable agents to learn from a shaped reward Da = r(s, u) −
r(s, (u−a , ca )) that is defined by a reward change incurred by replacing the original
action ua with a default action ca . Any action taken by agent a that improves Da
also improves the global reward r(s, u) since the second term in the difference
reward equation does not depend on ua . Therefore, the global reward r(s, u) is
monotonically increasing with Da . Inspired by difference rewards, we propose
to decompose state value Vtot (s) into local states V a (oa ) such that the following
relationship holds:
∂Vtot
≥ 0,
∂V a

∀a ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

(3.9)

With Equation 3.9 enforced, given that the other agents stay at the same local states
by taking u−a , any action ua that leads agent a to a local state oa with a higher value
will also improve the global state value Vtot .
Two variants of value-decomposition that satisfy Equation 3.9, VDAC-sum and
VDAC-mix, are studied.
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Algorithm 1 Naive Central Critic
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:

Initialize critic θc , target critic θ̂c , and actor θ
for each training episode e do
Empty buffer
do
for ec = 1 to BatchSize
n
t = 0, hao for each agent a
while game not terminated and t < T do
t=t+1
for each agent a do
hat , πta = Actor(oat , hat−1 , uat−1 , a; θ)
Sample action uat from πta
end for
Get reward rt and next state st+1
end while
add experience to buffer
end for
Collate episodes in buffer into single batch
for t = 1 to T do
Batch unroll RNN using states, actions and reward
Calculate yt and At using θ̂c
end for
for t = T down to 1 do
2
Calculate gradient wrt θc : ∆θc ← ∇θc yt − V (st , ut−1 ; θc )
Update critic θc ← θc − α∆θc
Every C steps update target critic θˆc ← θc
end for
for t = 1 down to T do
Accumulate gradient wrt θ : ∆θ ← ∆θ + ∇θ log π(uat |oat )At
end for
Update actor weights θ = θ + α∆θ
end for

VDAC-sum
In VDAC-sum, the P
total state value Vtot (s) is a summation of local state values
V a (oa ): Vtot (s) = a V a (oa ). This linear representation is sufficient to satisfy
Equation 3.9. VDAC-sum’s structure is shown in Figure 3.2. Note that the actor
outputs both πθ (oa ) and Vθv (oa ). This is done by sharing non-output layers between
distributed critics and actors. In this paper, θv denotes the distributed critics’
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Figure 3.2: VDAC-sum
parameters and θ denotes the actors’ parameters for generality. The distributed
critic is optimized by minibatch gradient descent to minimize the following loss:

2
Lt (θv ) = yt − Vtot (st )
2

(3.10)
X
a
Vθv (ot ) ,
= yt −
a

Pk−t−1

where yt = i=t γ i ri + γ (k−t) Vtot (sk ) is bootstrapped from the last state sk , and
k is upper-bounded by T .
P
The policy network is trained using the following policy gradient g = Eπ [ a ∇θ log π(ua |τ a )A(s, u)],
where A(s, u) = r + γV (s0 ) − V (s) is a simple TD advantage. Similar to independent actor-critic (IAC), VDAC-sum does not make full use of CTDE in that it does
not incorporate state information during training. Furthermore, it can only represent
a limited class of centralized state-value functions.
VDAC-mix
To generalize the representation to a larger class of monotonic functions, we utilize
a feed-forward neural network that takes input as local state values Vθ (oa ), ∀a ∈
{1, . . . , n} and outputs the global state value Vtot . To enforce Equation 3.9, the
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Algorithm 2 Value Decomposition Actor-Critic (VDAC-sum)
1: Initialize actor network θ
2: for each training episode e do
3:
Empty buffer
4:
for ec = 1 to BatchSize
do
n
a
5:
t = 0, ho for each agent a
6:
while game not terminated and t < T do
7:
t=t+1
8:
for each agent a do
9:
hat , πta , Vta = Actor(oat , hat−1 , uat−1 , a; θ)
10:
Sample action uat from πta
11:
end for
12:
Get reward rt and next state st+1
13:
end while
14:
add experience to buffer
15:
end for
16:
Collate episodes in buffer into single batch
17:
for t = 1 to T do
18:
Batch unroll RNN using states, actions and reward
19:
Calculate yt and At using θ
2
P
20:
Accumulate gradient wrt θ : ∆θv ← ∆θv + ∇θ yt − a Vta
21:
end for
22:
for t = 1 to T do
23:
Accumulate gradient wrt θ : ∆θπ ← ∆θπ + ∇θ log π(uat |oat )At
24:
end for
25:
Update actor weights θ = θ + απ ∆θπ − αv ∆θv
26: end for
weights (not including bias) of the network are restricted to be non-negative. This
allows the network to approximate any monotonic function arbitrarily well [24].
The weights of the mixing network are produced by separate hypernetworks [32].
Following the practice in QMIX [73], each hypernetwork takes the state s as an input
and generates the weights of one layer of the mixing network. Each hypernetwork
consists of a single linear layer. An absolute activation function is utilized in the
hypernetwork to ensure that the outputted weights are non-negative. The biases are
not restricted to being non-negative. Hence, the hypernetworks that produce the
biases do not apply an absolute non-negative function. The final bias is produced
by a 2-layer hypernetwork with a ReLU activation function following the first layer.
Finally, the hypernetwork outputs are reshaped into a matrix of appropriate size.
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Figure 3.3: VDAC-vmix
Figure 3.3 illustrates the mixing network and the hypernetworks.
The whole mixing network structure (including hypernetworks) can be seen as a
central critic. Unlike critics in [29], this critic takes local state values V a (oa ), ∀a ∈
{1, . . . , n} as additional inputs besides global state s. Similar to VDAC-sum, the
distributed critics are optimized by minimizing the following loss:

2
Lt (θv ) = yt − Vtot (st )

2
1
n
= yt − fmix (Vθv (ot ), . . . , Vθv (ot )) ,

(3.11)

where fmix denotes the mixing network. Let θc denote parameters in the hypernetworks. The central critic is optimized by minimizing the same loss Lt (θc ) =
(yt − Vtot (st )). The policy network is updated by following the same policy gradient
in Equation 4.9. The pseudo code is provided in Algorithm 3.

3.5

Convergence of VDAC Frameworks

[29] establish the convergence of COMA based on the convergence proof of singleagent actor-critic algorithms [53, 83]. In the same manner, we utilize the following
lemma to substantiate the convergence of VDACs to a locally optimal policy.
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Algorithm 3 Value Decomposition Actor-Critic (VDAC-mix)
1: Initialize hypernetwork θ c , and actor network θ
2: for each training episode e do
3:
Empty buffer
4:
for ec = 1 to BatchSize
do
n
a
5:
t = 0, ho for each agent a
6:
while game not terminated and t < T do
7:
t=t+1
8:
for each agent a do
9:
hat , πta , Vta = Actor(oat , hat−1 , uat−1 , a; θ)
10:
Sample action uat from πta
11:
end for
12:
Get reward rt and next state st+1
13:
end while
14:
add experience to buffer
15:
end for
16:
Collate episodes in buffer into single batch
17:
for t = 1 to T do
18:
Batch unroll RNN using states, actions and reward
19:
Calculate yt and At using θc
20:
Accumulate gradient wrt θc : ∆θc ← ∆θc + ∇θc yt −
2
Vtot (Vt1 , . . . , Vtn )
2
21:
Accumulate gradient wrt θ : ∆θv ← ∆θv + ∇θ yt − Vtot (Vt1 , . . . , Vtn )
22:
end for
23:
for t = 1 to T do
24:
Accumulate gradient wrt θ : ∆θπ ← ∆θπ + ∇θ log π(uat |oat )At
25:
end for
26:
Update actor weights θ = θ + απ ∆θπ − αv ∆θv
27:
Update hypernet weights θc = θc − α∆θc
28: end for

Lemma 1: For a VDAC algorithm with a compatible TD(1) critic following a
policy gradient
"
#
X
gk = Eπ
∇θk log π(ua |τ a )A(s, u)) ,
a

at each iteraction k, lim infk ||∇J|| = 0 w.p.1.
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Proof The VDAC gradient is given by:
"
#
X
g = Eπ
∇θ log π(ua |τ a )A(s, u) ,

(3.12)

a

A(s, u) = Q(s, u) − Vtot (s). We first consider the expected distribution of the
baseline Vtot :
"
#
X
gb = −Eπ
∇θ log π(ua |τ a )Vtot (s)
a

"

#

= −Eπ ∇θ log

Y

(3.13)

π(ua |τ a )Vtot (s) ,

a

where the distribution Eπ is with respect to the state-action distribution induced
by the jointQpolicy π. Writing the joint policy as a product of independent actors
π(u|s) = a π(ua |τ a ). The total value does not depend on agent actions and is
given by Vtot (s) = f (V1 (o1 ), . . . , Vn (on )) where f is a non-negative function. This
yields a single-agent actor-critic baseline: gb = −Eπ [∇θ log π(u|s)Vtot (s)].
Now let dπ(s) be the discounted ergodic state distribution as defined by [83]:
X
X
dπ(s)
∇θ log π(u|s)Vtot (s)
gb = −
s

=−

X

=−

X

u

d

π(s)

d

π(s)

Vtot (s)∇θ

X

log π(u|s)
(3.14)

u

s

Vtot (s)∇θ 1

s

=0
The remainder of the gradient is given by:
"
#
X
g = Eπ
∇θ log π(ua |τ a )Q(s, u)
a

"
= Eπ ∇θ log

#
Y

(3.15)

π(ua |τ a )Q(s, u) ,

a

which yields a standard single-agent actor-critic policy gradient g = Eπ [∇θ log π(u|s)Q(s, u)].
[53] establish that an actor-critic that follows this gradient converges to a local maximum of the expected return J π , subject to assumptions included in their paper.
In the naive critic framework, Vtot (s) is evaluated by the central critic and does
not depend on agent actions. Hence, by following the same proof in Equation 3.14,
we can show that the expectation of naive critic baseline is also 0, thus proves naive
critic also converges to a locally optimal policy.
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3.6

Experiments

In this section, we benchmark VDACs against the baseline algorithms listed in Table
3.1 on a standardized decentralised StarCraft II micromanagement environment,
SMAC [76]. SMAC consists of a set of StarCraft II micromanagement games that
aim to evaluate how well independent agents are able to cooperate to solve complex
tasks. In each scenario, algorithm-controlled ally units fight against enemy units
controlled by the built-in game AI. An episode terminates when all units of either
army have died or when the episode reached the pre-defined time limit. A game is
counted as a win only if enemy units are eliminated. The goal is to maximize the
win rate.
We consider the following maps in our experiments: 2s_vs_1sc, 2s3z, 3s5z,
1c3s5z, 8m, and bane_vs_bane. Note that all algorithms are trained under A2C
framework where 8 episodes are rolled out independently during the training. Refer
to Appendix for training details and map configuration.
We perform the following ablations to answer the corresponding research questions:

3.6.1

Ablation 1

Is the TD advantage gradient sufficient to optimize multi-agent actor-critics? The
comparison between the naive critic and COMA will demonstrate the effectiveness
of TD advantage policy gradients because the only significant difference between
those two methods is that the naive critic follows a TD advantage policy gradient
whereas COMA follows the COMA gradient (Equation 3.7).

3.6.2

Ablation 2

Does applying state-value factorization improve the performance of actor-critic
methods? VDAC-sum and IAC, both of which do not have access to extra state
information, shares an identical structure. The only difference is that VDAC-sum
applies a simple state-value factorization where the global state-value is a summation
of local state values. The comparison between VDAC-sum and IAC will reveal the
necessity of applying state-value factorization.

3.6.3

Ablation 3

Compared with QMIX, does VDAC provide a reasonable trade-off between training
efficiency and algorithm performance? We train VDAC and QMIX under A2C
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training paradigm, which is proposed to promote training efficiency, and compare
their performance.

3.6.4

Ablation 4

What are the factors that contribute to the performance of the proposed VDAC?
We investigate the necessity of non-linear value-decomposition by removing the
non-linear activation function in the mixing network. The resulting algorithm is
called VDAC-mix (linear) and can be seen as VDAC-sum with access to extra state
information.

3.7

Overall Results

As suggested in [76], our main evaluation metric is the median win percentage
of evaluation episodes as a function of environment steps observed over the 200k
training steps. Specifically, the performance of an algorithm is estimated by periodically running a fixed number of evaluation episodes (in our implementation,
32) during the course of training, with any exploratory behaviours disabled. The
median performance as well as the 25-75% percentiles are obtained by repeating
each experiment using 5 independent training runs. Figure 3.4 demonstrates the
comparison among actor-critics across 6 different maps.
In all scenarios, IAC fails to learn a policy that consistently defeats the enemy.
In addition, its performance across training steps is highly unstable due to the
non-stationarity of the environment and its lack of access to extra state information.
Noticeably, VDAC-mix consistently achieves the best performance across all
tasks. On easy games (i.e, 8m), all algorithms generally perform well. This is due to
the fact that a simple strategy implemented by the heuristic AI to attack the nearest
enemies is sufficient to win. In harder games such as 3s5z and 2s3z, only VDACmix can match or outperform the heuristic AI. It is worth noting that VDAC-sum,
which cannot access extra state information, matches the naive critic’s performance
on most maps.

3.7.1

Ablation 1

Consistent with [60], the comparison between the naive critic and IAC demonstrates
the importance to incorporate extra state information, which is also revealed by the
comparison between COMA and IAC (Refer to Figure 3.4 for comparisons between
naive critic and COMA across different maps.). As shown in Figure 3.4, naive critic
outperforms COMA across all tasks. It reveals that it is also viable to use a TD
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(a) 1c3s5z

(b) 2s_vs_1sc

(c) 2s3z

(d) 3s5z

(e) bane_vs_bane

(f) 8m

Figure 3.4: Overall results: Win rates on a range of SC mini-games. Black dash
line represents heuristic AI’s performance

advantage policy gradients in multi-agent settings. In addition, COMA’s training is
unstable, as can be seen in Figure 3.5a, which might arise dues to its inability to
predict accurate counterfactual action-value Qa (s, (u−a , ua )) for un-taken actions.
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(a) 2s_vs_1sc (Ablation 1)

(b) 2s_vs_1sc (Ablation 2)

(c) 2s_vs_1sc (Ablation 3)

(d) 3s5z (Ablation 4)
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3.7.2

Ablation 2

Despite the similarity in structure of VDAC-sum and IAC, VDAC-sum’s median win
rates at 2 million training step exceeds IAC’s consistently across all maps (Refer to
Figure 3.4 for comparisons between VDAC-sum and IAC across 6 different maps.). It
reveals that, by using a simple relationship to enforce equation 3.9, we can drastically
improve multi-agent actor-critic’s performance. Furthermore, VDAC-sum matches
naive critic on many tasks, as shown in Figure 3.5b, demonstrating that actors that
are trained without extra state information can achieve similar performance to naive
critic by simply enforcing equation 3.9. In addition, it is noticeable that, compared
with naive critic, VDAC-sum’s performance is more stable across training.

3.7.3

Ablation 3

Figure 3.5c shows that, under the A2C training paradigm, VDAC-mix outperforms
QMIX in map 2s_vs_1sc. It is also noticeable that QMIX’s performance is unstable
across the training steps in map 2s_vs_1sc. In easier games, QMIX’s performance
can be comparable to VDAC-mix. In harder games such as 3s5z, VDAC-mix’s
median test win rates at 2 million training step outnumber QMIX’s by 71%. Refer
to Appendix for complete comparisons between VDACs and QMIX.

3.7.4

Ablation 4

Finally, we introduced VDAC-mix (linear), which can be seen as a more general
VDAC-sum that has access to extra state information. Consistent with our previous
conclusion, the comparison between VDAC-mix (linear) and VDAC-sum shows that
it is important to incorporate extra state information. In addition, the comparison
between VDAC-mix and VDAC-mix (linear) shows the necessity of assuming the
non-linear relationship between the global state value Vtot and local state values
V a , ∀a ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Refer to Appendix for comparisons between VDACs across
all maps.

3.8

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new credit-assignment actor-critic framework that enforces the monotonic relationship between the global state-value and the shaped local
state-value. Theoretically, we establish the convergence of the proposed actor-critic
method to a local optimal. Empirically, benchmark tests on StarCraft micromanagement games demonstrate that our proposed actor-critic bridges the performance
gap between multi-agent actor-critics and Q-learning, and our method provides a
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balanced trade-off between training efficiency and performance. Furthermore, we
identify a set of key factors that contribute to the performance of our proposed
algorithms via a set of ablation experiments. In future work, we aim to implement
our framework in real-world applications such as highway on-ramp merging of semi
or full self-driving vehicles.
Large-scale multi-agent control problems are at the heart of a number of challenging problems facing society. For example in traffic management, there are over
300,000 accidents per year that occur during highway merging. The number of accidents could be significantly reduced if effective autonomous driving was broadly
available in personal vehicles. MARL algorithms, like ones proposed in this paper,
offer a possible solution to the autonomous driving task. Other areas of significant
societal impact include healthcare, smart manufacturing, smart grids, and other
transportation infrastructure.

3.9

Related Work

MARL has benefited from recent developments in deep reinforcement learning,
with the field moving away from tabular methods [10] to deep neural networks [29].
Our work is related to recent advances in CTDE deep multi-agent reinforcement
learning.
The degree of training centralization varies in the literature on MARL. Independent Q-learning (IQL) [85] and its deep neural network counterpart [84] train
an independent Q-learning model for each agent. Those that attempt to directly
learn decentralized policies often suffer from the non-stationarity of the environment induced by agents simultaneously learning and exploring. [28, 87] attempt to
stabilize learning under the decentralized training paradigm. [31] propose a training paradigm that alternates between centralized training with global rewards and
decentralized training with shaped rewards.
Centralized methods, by contrast, naturally avoid the non-stationary problem at
the cost of scalability. COMA [27], takes advantage of CTDE, where actors are
updated by following policy gradients that are tailored by their contributions to the
system. Multi-agent deep deterministic policy gradient (MADDPG) [60] extends
deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) [58] to mitigate the issue of high variance
gradient estimates exacerbated in multi-agent settings. Based on MADDPG, [92]
propose multi-agent soft Q-learning in continuous action spaces to tackle the issue
of relative overgeneralization. Probabilistic recursive reasoning [93] is a method
that uses a probabilistic recursive reasoning policy gradient that enables agents to
recursively reason what others believe about their own beliefs.
More recently, value-based methods, which lie between the extremes of IQL
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and COMA, have shown great success in solving complex multi-agent problems.
VDN [82], which represents joint-action value function as a summation of local
action-value function, allows for centralized learning. However, it does not make
use of extra state information. QMIX [73] utilizes a non-negative mixing network to
represent a broader class of value-decomposition functions. Furthermore, additional
state information is captured by hypernetworks that output parameters for the mixing
network. QTRAN [79] is a generalized factorization method that can be applied
to environments that are free from structural constraints. Other works, such as
CommNet [27], TarMAC [21], ATOC [44], MAAC [43], CCOMA [80] and BiCNet
[71] exploit inter-agent communication.
The proposed VDAC method is similar to QMIX and VDN in that it utilizes
value-decomposition. However, VDAC is a policy-based method that decomposes
global state-values whereas QMIX and VDN, which decompose global actionvalues, belong to the Q-learning family. [68] address credit-assignment issue, however, under a different MARL setting, CDec-POMDP. COMA, which is also a policy
gradient method inspired by difference rewards and has been tested on StarCraft II
micromanage games, represents the work most closely related to this paper.
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Chapter 4
Preventive Maintenance with VDAC
4.1

Background

In manufacturing systems, machines suffer from random failures as the result of
degradation of parts over time [89]. These unexpected failures abruptly interrupt
normal production operations, which can not only cause significant production
losses but also require considerable resources for prompt maintenance actions. The
maintenance procedure in response to random failures is referred to as corrective
maintenance (CM). In order to reduce random failures, a common industrial practice
is to proactively shut down machines for preventive maintenance (PM) according to
predefined policies. However, deriving PM policies that ensure smooth and efficient
production has always been a nontrivial task, since PM actions also impact the
system in ways that can incur production losses and resource costs. The costs of
excessive PM might outweigh the benefits, but conversely, inadequate PM can be
ineffective in preventing random failures. It is challenging to balance the delicate
decision trade offs that arise in PM for manufacturing systems, which are distinguished by complicated and non-linear system dynamics due to interactions among
machines/buffers and interruptions from production-related activities [39].
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a machine learning technique that estimates optimal policies through interactions between an agent and the environment. RL has
recently emerged as an effective method for obtaining PM policies in manufacturing
systems thanks to its capability for dealing with complex and stochastic environments. The complexity and size of the studied manufacturing systems, and hence
RL techniques applied, vary across the spectrum in this line of research. Modelbased RL methods utilizing known transition probabilities between states are mostly
restricted to two-machine-one-buffer manufacturing systems [26, 45, 91], because it
is impractical to obtain the transition probabilities for larger systems. The explosion of state space with increased system size warrants the use of model-free RL
55
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methods, which do not require a model of the environment dynamics, and deep RL,
which approximates value functions or policy with deep neural networks [38, 40].
Whether model-based or model-free, prior RL work shares the approach of modeling
the maintenance problem using a centralized RL framework in which all machines
across the manufacturing system are precisely coordinated by a central agent (see,
e.g., [26, 38, 40, 45, 91]). This commonality in modeling framework arises from the
fact that standard RL is designed for a single agent, and manufacturing research
aims to improve the performance of the entire manufacturing system rather than
individual machines within the system. Traditional group maintenance (GM) and
opportunistic maintenance (OM) are inspired by the observation that the maintenance of one unit does not result additional production loss if another unit is already
under maintenance [89]. Under the centralized framework, the RL-based PM policy not only outperforms traditional GM/OM policies, but also learns to conduct
GM/OM when necessary [38].
These previously outlined approaches demonstrate the technical feasibility of
applying state-of-the-art RL methods in complex maintenance problems. However,
there are still quite a few practical constraints in many real production systems
that existing methods fail to incorporate. First, most existing approaches (see,
e.g., [26, 38, 40, 45, 91]) assume that maintenance activities restore a machine to
its perfect health state. These approaches fail to consider the industrial reality
that there are often multiple maintenance options that can lead to different postmaintenance health states and that maintenance activities could be imperfect [41,46].
Second, existing methods fail to cover the full spectrum of production systems in
the real world, as production system size dramatically varies from a two-stage
machining line to automotive assembly plant with dozens of stations. The current
approaches, which have issues being scaled to large manufacturing systems, are often
restrained to systems of relatively small sizes. For instance, most of target systems
for serial production lines range from two-machine-one-buffer to six-machine-fivebuffer [26, 38, 45, 91]. This is because single-agent RL methods are prone to action
space explosion as the RL agent’s action size grows exponentially with number of
machines considered in the system. This exponential increase in the size of the action
space can lead to poor performance [29]. Third, when a centralized RL framework
is adopted, these approaches implicitly assume that all the state information in
manufacturing system is observable. For some large-scale manufacturing systems,
system-wide data collection and transmission could be inefficient and even infeasible
[16, 49]. Finally, it appears to be appealing to model each machine in a complex
system as a model-free RL-agent and optimize individual performance to alleviate
the problem of action space explosion. However, handcrafting individual rewards
is often impractical because of the difficulty inherent in quantifying an individual
component’s contribution to the success or failure of the system. Hence, optimizing
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individual performance might contradict the collective objective of the system. In
addition, the interactions among agents are ignored since they are considered as a
part of an agents’ environment.

4.2

Executive Summary

To address the limitations of RL-based PM policies, we extend our previous RL
framework [38] to a multi-agent setting and apply MARL to obtain optimal policies.
Under this setting, the manufacturing system is modeled as a cooperative system
where agents make decisions separately while collectively achieving a common goal
of the system. MARL then obtains optimal policies through interactions between
agents and the environment. Besides addressing the aforementioned limitations,
MARL is an appealing and viable technical approach to taking on those challenges
in maintenance problem among large-size manufacturing systems for the following
reasons. First, similar to autonomous vehicle coordination [80] and traffic lights
control [94], it is natural to model complex manufacturing systems as cooperative
multi-agent systems where machines interact and cooperate with others. Second,
MARL allows us to take advantage of edge computing to achieve real-time policy
execution without assuming global observability as it allows each machine to individually make maintenance decision that only condition on their local observationaction trajectories. Third, MARL guarantees that separate maintenance decisions
from individual machines could collectively achieve the common goal of the whole
system, without the need to handcraft individual rewards for each machine. Our
principal contributions are as follows:
• We settle the action space explosion issue in RL-based PM policies by proposing a deep MARL approach as opposed to centralized RL. PM decisionmaking based on MARL can be scaled up to large manufacturing systems
while still outperforming traditional multi-unit maintenance policies;
• Guided by knowledge on manufacturing systems, we formulate the PM decision making problem using a decentralized partially observable Markov decision process (Dec-POMDP) framework, under which we are able to adopt
state-of-the-art RL paradigms such as centralized training and decentralized
execution (CTDE) that largely increases policy performance;
• Free from action space explosion issue, we further advance the RL applications in PM problems to more realistic industrial scenarios, for example,
important practical constraints including imperfect maintenance effect, local
observability and production disruptions can be considered;
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• We demonstrate the proposed method by successfully implementing a state-ofthe-art MARL algorithm called Value-Decomposition Actor Critic to solve
the PM problem in large manufacturing systems efficiently and effectively.
Machines make PM decisions independently but still learn to cooperate to
perform OM/GM as reported in prior research based on centralized RL [38].

4.3
4.3.1

Problem Statement
System Description

We consider a serial production line that consists of n machines and n − 1 buffers
with limited capabilities as shown in Figure 4.1. The arrows depict the direction
of material flow in the system. The material is referred to as a final product once
it has been processed by all machines sequentially. Otherwise, it is said to be an
intermediate part.

Figure 4.1: Serial Product Line Structure
A machine Ma , a ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, possesses the following properties: the cycle
time Ta denoting the time needed for Ma to process an intermediate part, the lifespan
la that represents the time it takes for a machine from the perfect health status to
failure and follows a known probability distribution pa , the resource cost cPa M and
duration dPa M needed for conducting a PM, the resource cost cCM
and duration dCM
a
a
needed for conducting a CM.
A buffer Ba , a ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n − 1}, is located between Ma and Ma+1 and
can be best described by the following properties: current buffer level ba , and
buffer capability ca . An intermediate part that comes out of machine Ma enters its
downstream buffer Ba if and only if ba < ca , otherwise Ma is said to be blocked.
Machine Ma starts a new cycle by receiving an intermediate part from its upstream
Ba−1 if ba−1 > 0, otherwise Ma is said to be starved. Note that the first machine
M1 is never starved and the last machine Mn is never blocked.
Maintenance actions, either PM or CM, would require the machine to temporarily cease production. If a machine Ma is under maintenance, intermediate parts
gradually drains in its downstream buffers and increasingly pile up in its upstream
buffers, which might lead adjacent machines to idle states due to blockage or starvation. The gradual propagation of machines’ idleness could finally cause production
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loss of the whole system. The analytical model and system property analysis for the
described production line can be found in our prior work [99].

4.3.2

Maintenance Effect and Maintenance Actions

The extent to which the maintenance action can restore a machine’s health state
is referred to as maintenance effect. In this work, we use Kĳima Model II [46]
to model the effects of different levels of maintenance actions. Let ga denote the
machine Ma ’s age prior to maintenance, then the machine’s age immediately after
the maintenance, denoted by ga0 , is given by
ga0 = ga ∗ ra

(4.1)

where 0 ≤ ra < 1 is the recovery factor of the maintenance on machine Ma . ra = 0
indicates a perfect maintenance, since the machine age ga0 is set to be zero after
maintenance. By contrast, 0 < ra < 1 relates to an imperfect maintenance, as
the post-maintenance age ga0 starts somewhere between zero and the original age
ga . In other words, imperfect maintenance does not fully restore machine’s health
condition and hence earlier arrival of subsequent random failure would be expected
after imperfect maintenance than a perfect one.
In this work, we consider two levels of PM for each machine, namely an imperfect
(level 1) PM option with and a perfect (level 2) PM option, denoted as P M1 and
P M2 respectively, with recovery factors 0 < raP M1 < 1 and raP M2 = 0. Generally,
imperfect PM costs less resource and has shorter duration than perfect PM. In
addition, CM is conducted in response to random failures and its effect is assumed
to be perfect, i.e. raCM = 0. The cost and duration of CM are much larger than
that of any PM options [17]. In summary, maintenance resource costs rank as
CaP M1 < CaP M2  CaCM and maintenance duration satisfies dPa M1 < dPa M2  dCM
a .

4.3.3

Cost Analysis and System Objective

Given a time horizon T , the total system cost related to maintenance activities can be
broken down into: resource costs of all CM actions CCM (T ), resources costs of all
PM actions CCM (T ), and loss of revenue CP L (T ) on account of system production
losses. It is noted that both PM and CM would contribute to CP L (T ) by introducing
machine stoppages that in turn cause system production losses.
Let π a denote PM policy for machine Ma , and π represent system-level joint
PM policy. The PM policy π instructs when and where to conduct PM, thus largely
shaping the cost break-downs and hence the total system cost. We use Cπ (T ) to
represent total system cost in time horizon T under a joint PM policy π, and it can
be written as:
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Cπ (T ) = CP M (T ) + CCM (T ) + CP L (T )

(4.2)

The objective of this study is to find an optimal joint policy π ∗ to minimize the
total cost C in a time horizon T through deep MARL techniques:
π ∗ = arg min{Cπ (T )}
π

4.4

(4.3)

Multi-Agent Adaptive Decision Framework

Our previous study proposed a centralized adaptive decision framework that is based
on DQN [38] and successfully applied it to a six-machine-five-buffer production line.
However, this RL-based framework has issues being generalized to more realistic
applications due to action space explosion. Consequently, the framework only
consider one level of PM to limit the action space size of the studied system.

(a) Serial production line RL formulation (b) Serial production line MARL formulation

Figure 4.2: Action space comparison between RL and MARL formulations
In comparison, MARL is less prone to action space explosion as its action space
is independent of number of agents in the system. This is because, under the MARL’s
decentralized setting, the agents make decisions independently. Figure 4.2 depicts
the action spaces of a n-machine production line under RL and MARL respectively.
The following sections are organized to describe: 1) how to formulate the PM
of serial production line problem to a MARL problem; and 2) how to derive PM
policies effectively and efficiently with the aforementioned VDAC algorithm.

4.4.1

Dec-POMDP Formulation

State Definition
: In the CTDE framework, agents condition their actions on the local partial observations and are optimized by the gradients that are dependent on global states.
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Therefore, we need to design local observations o that provide the basis for agents’
actions and global states s that encapsulate information that is useful for training.
Given a machine Ma , three factors that are essential to its PM decision making
are: 1) the age of machine Ma , ga ; 2) the upstream and downstream buffer status
related to ba−1 and ba ; 3) Ma ’s remaining maintenance duration, da , if applicable.
In addition, the status of Ma ’s immediate adjacent machines is also useful because
it might relate to the blockage or starvation of machine Ma . Consequently, the local
observation for machine Ma is defined as:
oa = [ga , ga−1 , ga+1 , ba−1 , ca − ba , ca+1 − ba+1 , da , da−1 , da+1 ].

(4.4)

Note that we use buffer vacancy ca − ba instead of buffer level ba to represent the
real-time status of the downstream buffer. This is because the buffer vacancy is a
more sufficient criteria than buffer level in determining if the machine is blocked
or not. Furthermore, the s that represents the global state of the production line is
obtained by concatenating local observations from all machines and it is written as:
s = [o1 , o2 , · · · , on ].

(4.5)

Action Definition
: CM is triggered by a machine’s random failure and is out of the machine’s control.
Hence, the action that can be taken for a machine is to conduct a PM or leave it as it
is. In this study, we consider two levels of maintenance actions: a perfect (level 2)
PM and a imperfect (level 1) PM. This leaves us an action vector of size 3 for each
agent. For instance, machine Ma ’s action can be written as:


0 leave machine a as it is
a
u = 1 conduct imperfect (level 1) PM on machine a
(4.6)


2 conduct perfect (level 2) PM on machine a.
This action representation can be extended to the cases where more levels of PMs
are considered. Note that the action space will be 3n for the same manufacturing
system under the centralized RL framework as shown in Figure 4.2.
Reward Definition
: On one hand, machine starvation and blockage caused by random failure might
lead to production loss. On the other hand, excessive PM would also result in
increasing machine down time and cost. To balance the trade-off between PM and
random failure, we define the reward as the negative overall cost, which consists
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of production loss cost due to machine stoppages, and maintenance resource costs
incurred by PM and CM. At time step t, the reward r(t) is given by:
r(t) = −P L(t) · cp −

n
X

cPa M1 1Pa M1 (t)

−

n
X

cPa M2 1Pa M2 (t)

a=1

a=1

−

n
X

CM
cCM
a 1a (t),

a=1

(4.7)
where P L(t) · cp represents production loss cost at step t with cp being the unit
PM CM CM
price
of
a
final
product,
a 1a (t) represents cost incurred by CM at step t,
Pn P M1 P M1
Pn a=1PcM
2
c
1
(t)+
c
1Pa M2 (t) represents overall PM cost. 1Pa M1 (t) = 1
a
a=1 a
a=1 a
if Ma is conducting level 1 PM at time t, otherwise 1Pa M (t) = 0. Similarly,
CM
1CM
a (t) = 1 if Ma is under CM at time t, otherwise 1a (t) = 0.
Zou et al. [99] has proved that a downtime event would lead to system-level production loss only when it impedes the slowest machine, and therefore the production
loss at time step t can be evaluated by:
P L(t) =

D(t)
.
Tn∗

(4.8)

Here, n∗ indexes the slowest machine in the serial line, D(t) denotes the stoppage
time of the slowest machine at step t, and Tn∗ denotes the cycle time of the slowest
machine.

4.4.2

Applying VDAC to obtain PM Policy

It is often elusive to handcraft rewards for individual agents in complex systems.
Difference rewards Da = r(s, u)−r(s, (u−a , ca )), which adopts the reward changes
incurred by replacing agent a’s action with a default action ca as local rewards [95].
The intent of the difference rewards substitution is to shed light on quantifying
individual rewards in cooperative multi-agent systems. Unfortunately, difference
rewards requires n − 1 counterfactual simulations to be rolled out at every time
step, which can present an extreme computational burden. While it is impossible to
implement difference rewards in practice, it is easy to enforce the monotonic relation
between shaped local reward Da and r(s, u) as indicated by difference rewards.
Inspired by difference rewards, VDAC is an on-policy multi-agent actor-critic
that enforces the monotonic relation between local state-values and global statevalues. Specifically, a mixing neural network represents the global state-value as a
non-linear function of local state-values. To enforce the monotonic relation between
local and global state-values, weights of mixing neural network are restricted to be
non-negative. This constraint ensures that given agents other than agent a stay at the
same local states, the global state-value should increase if agent a transmit to local
states with higher local state-values.
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As shown in Figure 4.2b, distributed agents are responsible for making decisions
for the corresponding machine under the MARL setting.

4.4.3

VDAC Architecture

Figure 4.3: VDAC Architecture
VDAC consists of distributed actors that make decisions for designated machines
and a central critic that estimate the global state-value Vtot . As shown in Figure 4.3,
the actor network takes inputs as observations oat and actions uat−1 of the previous
step t − 1, outputs a multinomial policy π(oat ) for timestep t. It also estimates the
state-value of the local observation V (oat ). To capture the temporal dependencies
within agents’ trajectories, Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) is Incorporated in actor
networks. Note that to speed up training as well as save memory, actor networks
share the same weights. The value mixing network, which takes input as local statevalues V (oat ) and outputs the global state-value Vtot (s), serves as a central critic. To
incorporate the global state information that is unavailable to actors, the parameters
of the value mixing network is generated from a hypernetwork which takes input as
the global state st . Please refer to [81] for details about VDAC method.
Actors are optimized by following gradients that depend on the central critic.
Let θπ to denote actor network parameters and θV to denote hypernet parameters for
generality. The actor network is optimized by following the policy gradient given
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by:
"
∇θπ J = Eπ

X

∇θπ log π(ua |τ a ) Q(s, u) − V (s)

#


,

(4.9)

a

where V (s) is estimated by a central critic and Q(s, u) = r + γV (s0). The critic is
optimized by minibatch gradient descent to minimize the following loss:
2


Lt (θV ) =

yt − Vtot (st ; θV )

,

(4.10)

Pk−1 i
γ rt + γ k V (st+k ) is the target value, k can vary from state to state
where yt = i=0
and is upper-bounded by Tmax .

Action Mask
Note that when machine Ma is under maintenance (namely, da (t) > 0), the machine
cannot conduct actions that interrupt its current maintenance. Hence the only
action available for machine Ma is to leave it as it is. To enforce the rules of the
studied process, an action mask mt is often applied to filter out invalid actions
[76, 78]. More specifically, our multinomial policy network outputs a 3-element
action probability vector vect , representing the probability of taking each action.
Element-wise multiplication vect ⊗ mt makes sure that the probability for invalid
actions to be 0. The resulted vector is then normalized such that the sum of the
vector equals to 1.

Implementation
Figure 4.5 demonstrate the procedure to implement VDAC to the maintenance
problem in serial production lines. The procedure can be generally divided into
two parts: 1) Obtaining experience, and, 2) optimizing parameters. In the phase
of obtaining experience, multiple episodes are rolled out independently to increase
experience sampling efficiency. For an agent a, its trajectory Ti at episode i is
recorded {(oa0 , s0 , ua0 , r0 , a), · · · , (oaT −1 , sT −1 , uaT −1 , rT −1 , a)}i . In addition, its corresponding action masks {ma0 , ma1 , · · · , maT −1 }i at episode i are also recorded. Note
that the central critic is absent during this phase. During the parameter optimization
phase, the data acquired in the sampling phase will be discarded once it is used to
optimize the network parameters. Therefore, no replay buffer is required.
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Figure 4.4: Action Mask

4.5

Numerical Study

Two numerical studies are conducted in our experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed MARL-base policy. The first numerical study compares
the proposed methods with others, utilizing a six-machine-five-buffer serial production line adopted from our previous study on DQN-based policy [38]. The second
numerical study uses a ten-machine-nine-buffer serial production line to further
examine the scalability of those methods.

4.5.1

Environment Description

We first test our method on a serial production line simulation that is extended
from [38]. Compared with the original simulation introduced in [38], our simulation
is obtained by simply adding an imperfect PM action for each machine. The proposed
MARL policy is compared with the DQN-based policy as well as other traditional
PM policies. Note that by adding one action for each machine, the action space of
the DQN agent increases from 26 = 64 to 36 = 729. The simulation parameters are
provided by industry collaborators and are listed in Table 4.1 and 4.2. Machine Ma ’s
life span follows a Weibull distribution whose scale parameter and shape parameter
are αa and βa respectively.
For each experiment run, the simulation duration is 1500 timesteps. Each run
starts with randomly generated initial system states, including random machine ages
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Figure 4.5: Implementation Details
and random buffer levels, to make sure that the agents’ policies are independent
of initial conditions. During the simulation, every time a machine finished its
PM or CM, its lifespan is sampled from the Weibull distribution conditioning on
post-maintenance age.

4.5.2

Baselines

Deep Q-learning (DQN): Following [38], we implement a DQN policy for multilevel PM in the serial production line. To make the DQN agent consistent with
MARL agents, our DQN policy network follows DRQN [35] where a GRU [19]
is utilized to memorize the past state of the system. Note that the DQN agent can
access global state s whereas our MARL agents can only access partial observations.
DQN also need an action mask to filter out invalid actions. At time t, invalid actions
uinvalid
are masked out by setting Q(st , uinvalid
) = −∞.
t
t
Run-to-Failure (R2F): The Run-to-Failure scenario is used to evaluate the
system performance if no PM is conducted throughout the time horizon. Each
machine in the production line keeps running until it encounters a random failure.
Hence, CM is the only type of maintenance that is conducted in this scenario. Any
other PM policy is deemed as effective only when it improves system performance
from the Run-to-Failure scenario.
Group Maintenance (GM): Given GM policy, all the machines would receive
PM simultaneously. GM policy tends to reduce the impacts of PM on the whole
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Table 4.1: Machine Parameters
Parameters
Cycle Time Ta (min)
Level 1 PM cost cPa M1 ($)
Level 2 PM cost cPa M2 ($)
Level 1 PM duration dPa M1 (min)
Level 2 PM duration dPa M2 (min)
CM cost cCM
($)
a
(min)
CM duration dCM
a
level 1 PM degree raP M1
level 1 PM degree raP M2
Scale parameter αa
Shape parameter βa

M1
1.00
50.0
105.0
5
10
110.0
28
0.8
0
400
15

M2
0.90
45.0
98.0
4
9
100.0
31
0.8
0
430
15

M3
M4
M5
1.20 1.05 1.10
55.0 60.0 45.0
110.0 120.0 90.0
4
5
6
8
11
12
120.0 130.0 110.0
25
32
24
0.8
0.8
0.8
0
0
0
500
580
550
15
15
15

M6
1.05
50.0
103.0
4
9
125.0
25
0.8
0
575
15

Table 4.2: Buffer Parameters
Parameters
Buffer capability bi

B1
8

B2
10

B3
12

B4
6

B5
8

system by enforcing concurrent machine stoppages. There is one pivotal decision
variable in GM policy, which is the time interval τ for carrying out group PM.
Since there is no analytical method to derive τ due to the ultra complexity of the
production system, the optimal τ can be found through Monte Carlo simulation.
Opportunistic Maintenance (OM): OM policy is inspired from the observation
that once there is a machine undergoing CM, other machines can receive PM without
incurring extra system production losses. Under OM policy, whenever one or
multiple machines fails in the serial production line, we will conduct CM on those
failed machines. In the meantime, we will turn off all other operational machines
for PM.
Opportunistic Group Maintenance (OGM): OGM policy is a combination of
OM policy and GM policy. Similar to GM, there is also a predefined time interval
τ . If there is a random failure occurs before the time interval τ arrives, OM policy
would be triggered, i.e. all other operational machines are turned off for PM. If the
time interval τ is reached without machine random failures, GM policy would be
carried out so that all the machines receive PM simultaneously. We also leverage
Monte Carlo simulation to derive the optimal τ .
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4.5.3

Training Description

MARL training: The agent networks contains a GRU [19] with a 64-dimensional
hidden state, with a fully-connected layer before and after. Algorithms are trained
with RMSprop with learning rate 5 × 10−4 . We set γ = 0.99. The mixing network
consists of a single hidden layer of 32 units, whose parameters are outputted by
hypernetworks. An ELU activation function follows the hidden layer in the mixing
network. The hypernetworks consist of a feedforward network with a single hidden
layer of 64 units with a ReLU activation function. Throughout the paper, Q(st , ut )
is given by:
k−1
X
Q(st , ut ) =
γ i rt+i + γ k V (st+k ),
(4.11)
i=0

where k can vary from state to state and is upper-bounded by T .
As described in the previous section, the algorithm alternates between sampling experience and optimizing parameters. MARL model is set to train 2050000
timesteps. Eight episodes are run independently during sampling phase. Models are
saved every 200000 training timesteps. The best saved model is later benchmarked
with other baselines. Note that actions are drawn according to the multinomial
probability outputted by the actor network during the training whereas actions with
the largest probability are picked during the test.
Training experiments are conducted on a PC with a Nvidia RTX 2080 Ti graphics
card, a AMD 3700X CPU and a 32 GB RAM, with one run taking approximately 1
hour.
RL Training: We also train a RL agent for comparison. The Q-learning network
is identical to the actor network described in the previous section except that the
Q-learning network does not have a softmax layer and an additional state-value
layer. The buffer size is set to be 450000. During the training, actions are selected
via -greedy.  is set to 1 initially and then linearly decreases to 0.05 in 50000
training steps. During the testing, the action with the largest action-value is picked.
Other settings are identical to MARL training settings. Note that DQN is an offpolicy algorithm, which is not compatible with the A2C framework. Therefore, one
episode, instead of 8 independent episodes, is rolled out during training. DQN’s
training process takes approximately 4 hours with the same hardware that described
above.
Baselines: OM, OGM, and GM methods cannot condition their choices of
action on states of the system. Namely, they can either always conduct level-1 PM
or level-2 PM. In addition, OGM and GM have a variable τ that decides when to
conduct PM. Since there is no analytical method to derive τ and choice of actions,
we determine the best combinations via Monte Carlo simulation: OM, OGM, and
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GM always take level-1 (imperfect) PM; the optimal τ is 360 for GM and 350 for
OGM.

4.5.4

Evaluation

Training Monitoring: First, we monitor the training of MARL to verify if the

(a) Test return as a function of training
step

(b) A closer look at test return

(c) Random failures counts as a function
of training steps

(d) PM counts as a function of training
steps

Figure 4.6: MARL Training Monitoring
algorithm converges. During the course of the training, we periodically halt the
training and test the trained model at the current training step for 16 independent
episodes. Hence, we can evaluate the model’s performance as a function of training
steps.
P
Since the VDAC’s objective is to maximize the return Rt = Tt −1 γ t−1 rt , we
examine the average of return as a function of training steps. As shown in Figure
4.6a, the average return plateaus until around 1.2 million training steps and then
converges to higher values.
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Figure 4.6c and 4.6d depict the average number of random failures and PMs
per episode, respectively. They demonstrate that the VDAC algorithm learns to
reduce random failure occurrences by applying timely PM at around 1.2 million
training steps. Through the course of training after 1.2 million training steps,
policies alternate from aggressive PM and passive PM without affecting return
values drastically.
With the evidence provided by Figure 4.6, we conclude that MARL policy can
converge during the 2050000-step training.

(a) Average test return per episode as a
function of training step

(b) Average PM counts per episode as a
function of training steps

(c) Average Random failures per episode
counts as a function of training steps

(d) DQN Loss as a function of training
steps

Figure 4.7: RL Training Monitoring
We conduct the same analysis on RL training. Figure 4.7a depicts that the test
return oscillates drastically during the course of the training. Figure 4.7c shows that
the RL agent learns to reduce average random failure counts at the end of the training,
by excessively conducting PMs. Our further investigation on loss shows that the
loss gradually increases during the course of training. Therefore, we conclude RL
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policy fails to converge for this multi-level PM task. We think that this is due to the
fact that the RL agent deals with an action space of size 36 = 729.
Test Benchmark: We also benchmark the saved MARL policy with other
baseline policies (Note that Q-learning policy is excluded from the benchmark since
it fails to converge). During the test, the initial states of machines are randomly
generated by the simulation. To account for the randomness resulted from the states
initialization, each method is tested for 50 episodes independently and the average
performance statistics are reported. Figure 4.8 encompasses a set of comprehensive
metrics that are used for test evaluation, including profit per episode, throughput
numbers per episode, PM counts per episode, random failure per episode, PM cost
per episode, and CM cost per episode.

(a) Average profit per episode by methods

(b) Average number of throughputs per
episode by methods

(c) Average number of PM and random
failure per episode by methods

(d) Average cost of PM and CM per
episode by methods

Figure 4.8: Evaluation Results
In general, all methods other than R2F are effective policies. This is because
they achieved higher average profit over R2F, as shown in figure 4.8a. Among the
effective policies, MARL policy reports the best average profit and throughput per
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episode. OM policy perform slightly better than OGM in profit although the OM
policy reports less throughput than OGM. And GM has the least profit compared
with other 3 effective policies.
Table 4.3: Maintenace Cost Summary

PM Cost ($)
CM Cost ($)
Overall Cost ($)

MARL
2422.21
100.54
2522.75

OGM
2674.05
233.00
2907.05

OM
2083.19
472.00
2555.19

GM
1771.45
690.00
2461.45

R2F
0.00
2059.45
2059.45

Metrics such as average PM counts and random failures are scrutinized to understand policies. Recall that the goal of this study is to find policies that ensure the
smooth operation of the serial production line. Namely, the learned policy should
mitigate the stoppage caused by random failures while not committing too many
maintenance actions. The R2F policy, which passively performs CM, has the least
average maintenance cost per episode of $2095.45. However, it reports the least
profit and throughput due to the production loss and CM cost. The OM policy is
more aggressive compared with R2F in terms of performing PM. It reduces random
failure from R2F’s 17.9 to 6.08 per episode. As a result, its profit and throughput
improve by 8.68% and 9.11%, respectively, compared with R2F. The variable τ
does make OGM and GM more adaptive than R2F as is reflected by the decreasing random failure counts. OGM’s PM policy is more aggressive than GM as a
result of the opportunistic maintenance performed by OGM. In comparison with
OM, OGM conducts 5.7 more PMs per episode and encountered 2.22 less random
failures on average. And OGM spends 351.86 more US dollars on maintenance. As
a consequence, although OGM produces 2.75 more products per episode than OM,
it generates less profit. Compared with OGM, MARL reduces both the number of
PMs and random failures. In the comparison with OM, MARL is able to perform
3.41 more PMs while incurring $32.44 less overall cost.
To closely examine the learned MARL policy, we roll out an episode with
random state initialization, using the learned MARL policy. Partial record that
contains consecutive maintenance is shown in Tables 4.4 and 4.5.
At t = 649, the MARL policy conducts PM on machine 6 at an age of 497. At
t = 750, machine 4 conducts PM at an age of 451. At t = 849, machine 1 goes into
PM at an age of 287. The MARL policy is likely to memorize the likely break-down
age for different machines and conduct timely PMs for them. This observation
explains why MARL has low random failure and low maintenance cost on average
as shown in Figure 4.8.
At t = 1221, machines 4 and 5 conduct PM simultaneously. Note that machine
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Table 4.4: Partial Maintenance Record
Time
(min)
649
759
814
847
858
891
1144
1155
1188
1221

Failed
machines
-

Machine ages ga (t)

Buffer levels

[89, 57, 267, 341, 197, 497]
[199, 167, 377, 451, 307, 101]
[254, 222, 432, 44, 362, 156]
[287, 255, 25, 77, 395, 189]
[1, 266, 36, 88, 406, 200]
[34, 299, 69, 121, 21, 233]
[287, 244, 322, 374, 274, 486]
[1, 255, 333, 385, 285, 497]
[34, 288, 366, 418, 318, 24]
[67, 24, 399, 451, 351, 57]

[7, 10, 0, 0, 0]
[8, 10, 0, 0, 0]
[7, 10, 3, 0, 0]
[8, 10, 0, 0, 0]
[0, 10, 0, 0, 0]
[6, 10, 3, 6, 0]
[8, 10, 0, 0, 0]
[0, 9, 0, 0, 0]
[5, 10, 0, 0, 5]
[7, 9, 0, 0, 0]

5 conducts PM at an age of 406 at t = 858 whereas it conducts PM at an age of 351
when t = 1221. The PM at t = 1221 can be seen as an “group maintenance” as
machine 5 accommodates its maintenance schedule to that of machine 4.
Interestingly, the MARL agents favor perfect PM over imperfect PM. This is
due to the fact that the cost efficiency (the amount of money spent to reset 1 unit of
age) of imperfect PMs is much lower than perfect PMs. In contrast, baselines such
OM, GM, and OGM, have trouble capturing the dynamics of the environment and
favor imperfect PMs. This is because those methods cannot perform timely PM and
because perfect PMs incur higher cost and longer machine down time. In summary,
examination of the MARL policy reveals that it is able to schedule PM strategically;
that is, the MARK policy conducts group maintenance and captures environment
dynamics.

4.5.5

Additional Experiments

To demonstrate the scalability of our proposed framework, we extend the previous
serial production line by adding 4 more machines. Parameters for the additional
machines and buffers can be found in Tables 4.6 and 4.7.
The training process described in the previous section is used here as well. Note
that the DQN agent now faces 310 = 59049 actions whereas the action space of
MARL agents is invariant to the number of agents. Since the memory of DQN is set
to 750000 units, each unit stores the action ut taken by the RL agent and the action
mask mt that keeps track of valid actions, with ut and mt being 59049-element
vectors. The RAM in our hardware fails to allocate enough memory for DQN’s
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Table 4.5: Partial Maintenance Record (continue)
Time (min)
649
759
814
847
858
891
1144
1155
1188
1221

Action ut
PM
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2] Y
[0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0] Y
[0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0] Y
[2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] Y
[0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0] Y
[0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0] Y
[2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] Y
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2] Y
[0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0] Y
[0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 0] Y

GM

Y

Table 4.6: Machine Parameters for Additional Machines
Parameters
Cycle Time Ta (min)
Level 1 PM cost cPa M1 ($)
Level 2 PM cost cPa M2 ($)
Level 1 PM duration dPa M1 (min)
Level 2 PM duration dPa M2 (min)
($)
CM cost cCM
a
CM
CM duration da (min)
Level 1 PM degree raP M1
Level 2 PM degree raP M2
Scale parameter αa
Shape parameter βa

M7
1.20
55.0
110.0
4
8
120.0
25
0.8
0.8
500
15

M8
1.30
60.0
120.0
5
11
130.0
32
0.8
0.8
400
15

M9
1.10
45.0
90.0
6
12
110.0
24
0.8
0.8
390
15

M10
1.05
50.0
103.0
4
9
125.0
25
0.8
0.8
470
15

Table 4.7: Buffer Parameters for Additional Buffers
Parameters
Buffer capability bi

B6
10

B7
12

B8
9

B9
8

replay buffer. Note that the memory needed for the replay buffer grows drastically
with the number of agents or actions, making the DQN impractical to deal with
large and complex manufacturing systems. As for other baselines, Monte Carlo
simulations are rolled out to find optimal τ and choice of PM action. OM, OGM,
and GM still always take level-1 (imperfect) PM; The optimal τ is 280 for GM and
290 for OGM.
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Figure 4.9 depicts the training of MARL agents in the extended 10-machine-9buffer serial production line. The test return remains consistent until approximately
1.6 million training steps. Compared to the training process in the previous section,
it takes more training steps for the agent to converge to good PM policies. This
is due to the fact that the dynamics of the environment is further complicated by
the additional 4 machines. Thus, the difficulty of deriving good PM policies also
increases.

Figure 4.9: Average test return per episode as a function of training step
Consistent with the findings in the previous experiment, all policies except R2F
are effective policies and the MARL policy continues to achieve the best average
profit. As shown in Figures 4.10c and 4.10a, excessive PM does not necessarily
lead to good profit. For instance, the MARL policy reports more random failures
than OGM. However, OGM achieves low random failure by excessively conducting
PMs. Consequently, the MARL policy spends $1000.68 less in overall maintenance
than OGM on average. It is obvious that all baselines except R2F have a tendency
to commit over-PM leading to an increase in a machine’s downtime and an increase
in production loss. This demonstrates that the proposed MARL policies can find
the trade-off between production loss and PMs.
We also examine the learned policy in the new environment by rolling out an
episode with random initialization. Partial records that contain consecutive maintenance are shown in Tables 4.8 and 4.9. Consistent with the policy examination in
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(a) Average profit per episode by methods

(b) Average number of throughputs per
episode by methods

(c) Average number of PM and random
failure per episode by methods

(d) Average cost of PM and CM per
episode by methods

Figure 4.10: Evaluation Results for 10-machine-9-buffer Serial Production Line

the previous experiment, the learned policy in the new environment can also perform timely PM and favors perfect PM over imperfect PM. Additionally, we observe
increasing occurrences of opportunistic maintenance and group maintenance, i.e.
the MARL agent is learning these maintenance strategies through interaction with
the system. For instance, machine 1 encounters random failure and goes through
CM at time 139. At t = 143, machine 5 conducts PM while machine 1 is still
under maintenance (CM is longer than PM in general). Machine 5’s PM that takes
the advantage of unscheduled failure on other machines is said to be opportunistic
maintenance. The same incident can be observed at time 605. At t = 385 and
t = 506, group maintenance is conducted, respectively.
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Table 4.8: Partial Maintenance Record
Time
(min)
139
143
160
297
308
330
385
396
506
600
605

4.6

Failed
machines
M1
M2
M1
-

Maint
type
CM
PM
CM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
CM
PM

Machine ages ga (t)
[340, 130, 468, 128, 254, 130, 174, 84, 116, 75]
[0, 134, 472, 132, 258, 134, 178, 88, 120, 79]
[0, 151, 489, 149, 6, 151, 195, 105, 137, 96]
[129, 288, 111, 286, 142, 288, 332, 242, 274, 233]
[140, 299, 122, 297, 153, 299, 3, 253, 285, 244]
[162, 321, 144, 319, 175, 321, 25, 275, 10, 266]
[217, 46, 199, 374, 230, 376, 80, 330, 65, 321]
[228, 57, 210, 0, 241, 387, 91, 0, 76, 332]
[338, 167, 320, 110, 351, 101, 201, 110, 186, 442]
[432, 261, 414, 204, 82, 195, 295, 204, 280, 85]
[0, 266, 419, 209, 87, 200, 300, 209, 285, 90]

Conclusion

Multi-level PM scheduling in a serial production line is challenging due to the
explosion of action space and the non-linear, stochastic nature of the system. We
propose to model the PM decision making process in serial production lines as
Dec-POMDP and demonstrate how to implement MARL to obtain PM policies. We
utilize two numerical experiments to further establish the necessity of modeling the
PM decision-making as multi-agent problems instead of as a single-agent problem.
In the 6-machine-5-buffer experiment, the DQN policy exhibits convergence issues
while the MARL policy achieves the best profit among all baselines. In the 10machine-9-buffer experiment, the DQN method cannot be implemented efficiently
due to the increasing size of its replay buffer and action space. By contrast, MARL
does not suffer from this issue and continues to report the best average profit among
all policies.

4.7

Related Work

Machine maintenance policies have been studied under numerous application scenarios and are characterized by the target system. Based on the structure of the
studied system, the current literature can be categorized into single-unit policies and
multi-unit policies.
Single-unit policies provide maintenance policies for one-unit systems. The
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Table 4.9: Partial Maintenance Record (continue)
Time (min)
139
143
160
297
308
330
385
396
506
600
605

Action ut
OG
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
[0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] Y
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0]
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0]
[0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
[0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0]
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0]
[0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2]
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0] Y

GM

Y
Y

relation between the maintenance decisions and system maintenance cost is usually
known in such systems. Therefore, it is common to model single-unit maintenance
as a stochastic process, where the optimal solution can be solved to achieve certain
objectives (e.g. minimizing the maintenance cost rate [59, 64, 97], maximizing the
machine availability [14], maximizing machine reliability [61], etc.). Examples
are age-dependent policies [90] and repair limit policies [54]. While a multi-unit
system can be reduced to multiple single-unit systems, a generalization of single-unit
policies to multi-unit systems is questionable due to its rigorous assumption that
there is no structural dependencies between subsystems [89]. Therefore, single-unit
policies are not suitable for serial production lines.
In comparison, multi-unit policies that consider dependencies between subsystems are more suitable to solve maintenance problems in large-scale production
systems because the structural and operational dependencies among machines are
often considered in this line of research. However, maintenance policies are often
derived by exploiting the specific structure of the system, such as serial systems [25],
parallel systems [8], and k-out-of-n systems [22] etc, thus are often limited to certain scenarios. Most of the multi-unit policies are based on the fundamental idea
of group and opportunistic maintenance, which are inspired by the observation that
the maintenance of one subsystem does not incur extra production loss if another
subsystem is already under maintenance [89]. For instance, [69,77] propose a group
maintenance policy to conduct multiple PM simultaneously, thus avoiding incurring
additional production loss. Opportunistic maintenance policies [1, 55, 96] aim to
derive a time window where insertions of PM do not result in extra production loss.
In addition, those heuristic-based methods tend to consider less general production
systems, where buffers among machines are not considered, thus neglecting the
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delays of machine state propagation caused by buffers [100].
Recent studies that do not assume heuristics of GM and OM policies often adopt
the approach of reinforcement learning, by modeling the maintenance problems as
MDPs [5,38,74], semi-Markov decision processes [13,86], and POMDPs [3,11,12].
Most of these works either assume that a model is given or only derive maintenance
policies for simplified multi-unit systems, which impedes those methods from be
generalized to realistic scenarios. Karamatsoukis et al. assume the model of
the system and derives a PM policy for a two-machine-one-buffer manufacturing
system using dynamic programming (DP) [45]. Wang et al. model a two-machineone-buffer manufacturing system as semi-MDP [91]. Ramirez et al. propose a
simulation-based approximate dynamic programming approach for the optimization of PM scheduling decisions in semiconductor manufacturing systems, while
suffering from the assumption that the line is perfectly balanced [72]. Arab et al.
derive maintenance policies on systems with simplified dynamics, i.e. the maintenance schedule does not affect machine reliability status [6]. Choo et al. derives a
hierarchical maintenance policy for parallel production lines without buffers [18].
Huang et al., which derives model-free Q-learning maintenance policies for a sixmachine-five-buffer serial production [38], represents the work most closely related
to this paper. Nonetheless, their PM policies do not consider imperfect maintenance
effects and have issues scaling to larger manufacturing systems.
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Chapter 5
Closing Remarks
This dissertation presents new machine learning techniques as well as their applications on Cyber-Physical Systems.
In the chapter 2, we identify that the current car-following models require inputs
with fixed-size and fixed spatial organization, which limits the generalization of
those methods. Instead of simply expanding the input size of car-following models,
we propose a graph-based method that enables the ego-vehicle to learn from a
flexible number of neighbors in a hierarchical fashion. Specifically, we propose
the use of graphs defined by the spatial relationships between vehicles, to model
traffic. We further adpat the original GCN to incorporate our assumptions about
drivers. Coupled with the LSTM, our resulting frameworks can learn both temporal
and spatial information for ego-vehicles. In our simulation studies, the proposed
frameworks outperform others on the task of acceleration prediction.
While the proposed graph method can be used to predict ego-vehicle’s trajectories in a short horizon, it can not be used for ego-vehicle’s control as the
prediction error accumulates during vehicle’s traveling course. In the chapter 3, we
study reinforcement learning that can be applied for control in multi-agent systems.
We propose a new credit-assignment actor-critic framework, value-decomposition
multi-agent actor-critic (VDAC), that enforces the monotonic relationship between
the global state-value and the shaped local state-value. Theoretically, we establish
the convergence of the proposed actor-critic method to a local optimal. Empirically,
benchmark tests on StarCraft II micromanagement games demonstrate that our proposed actor-critic bridges the performance gap between multi-agent actor-critics
and Q-learning, and our method provides a balanced trade-off between training
efficiency and performance.
The chapter 4 presents a VDAC-based adaptive preventive maintenance scheduling framework. Current methods either suffer from the nonlinear, stochastic nature
of manufacturing systems, or the issue of action space explosion. By formulating
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the scheduling problem into a cooperative multi-agent problem, we are able to alleviate the aforementioned issues facing the traditional and centralized methods. We
utilize two numerical experiments to further establish the necessity of modeling the
PM decision-making as multi-agent problems instead of as a single-agent problem.
In the 6-machine-5-buffer experiment, the DQN policy exhibits convergence issues
while the MARL policy achieves the best profit among all baselines. In the 10machine-9-buffer experiment, the DQN method cannot be implemented efficiently
due to the increasing size of its replay buffer and action space. By contrast, MARL
does not suffer from this issue and continues to report the best average profit among
all policies.
While the research studies in this dissertation advance the corresponding subfields, they suffer from the following limitations:
• For the first chapter, the criterion to construct traffic graphs are not established.
For instance, the neighbor distance τ is selected empirically for highway
driving. In practice, optimal τ might exist for different driving scenarios such
as highway driving, city driving, etc.
• VDAC utilizes the non-negative mixing network to assign credits among
agents. However, in-depth analysis of the discrepancy between assigned
credits and the ground truth is not conducted, which might help us understand
the mixing network.
• The proposed framework is only tested on serial production lines, where
we can directly model each machine as an agent. For complex production
systems with multiple lines interconnected, we might need to resort to other
modeling techniques such as modeling a group of machines as a single agent.
In addition, the limitation of resources is not considered in our research.

Chapter 6
Appendix
In Chapter 3, we use all the default settings in [76]. That includes: the game difficulty
is set to level 7, very difficult, the shoot range, observe range, etc, are consistent
with the default settings. The action space of agents consists of the following set of
discrete actions: move[direction], attack[enemy id], stop, and no operation. Agents
can only move in four directions: north, south, east, or west. A unit is allowed to
perform the attack[enemy id] action only if the enemy is within its shooting range.
Each unit has a sight range that limits its ability to receive any information out of
range. The sight range, which is bigger than shooting range, makes the environment
partially observable from the standpoint of each agent. Agents can only observe
other agents if they are both alive and located within the sight range. The global
state, which is only available to agents during centralised training, encapsulates
information about all units on the map.
The observation vector also follows the default implementation in [76]: It contains the following attributes for both allied and enemy units within the sight range:
distance, relative x, relative y, health, shield, and unit type. In addition, the observation vector includes the last actions of allied units that are in the field of view.
Lastly, the terrain features, in particular the values of eight points at a fixed radius
indicating height and walkability, surrounding agents within the observe range are
also included. The state vector includes the coordinates of all agents relative to the
center of the map, together with units’ observation feature vectors. Additionally,
the energy of Medivacs and cooldown of the rest of the allied units are stored in the
state vector. Finally, the last actions of all agents are attached to the state vector.

6.0.1

Training Details and Hyperparameters

Experiments are obtained by using Nvidia RTX 2080 Ti graphics cards, with each
independent run taking 1 to 3 hours depending on the scenario. Each independent run
corresponds to a unique random seed that is randomly generalized at the beginning.
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Table 6.1: Map Descriptions.
Map Name
2s_vs_1sc
8m
2s3z
3s5z
1c3s5z
bane_vs_bane

Ally Units
2 Stalkers
8 Marines
2 Stalkers & 3 Zealots
3 Stalkers & 5 Zealots
1 Colossus, 3 Stalkers & 5 Zealots
20 Zerglings & 4 Banelings

Enemy Units
1 Spine Crawler
8 Marines
2 Stalkers & 3 Zealots
3 Stalkers & 5 Zealots
1 Colossus, 3 Stalkers & 5 Zealots
20 Zerglings & 4 Banelings

The agent networks of all algorithms resemble a DRQN [35] with a recurrent
layer comprised of a GRU [19] with a 64-dimensional hidden state, with a fullyconnected layer before and after. The exception is that IAC, VDAC-sum, and
VDAC-mix agent networks contain an additional layer to output local state values
and the policy network outputs a stochastic policy rather than action-values.
Algorithms are trained with RMSprop with learning rate 5 × 10−4 . During
training, 8 games are initiated independently, from which episodes are sampled.
Q-learning replay buffer stores the latest 5000 episodes for each independent game
(In total, replay buffer has a size of 8 × 5000 = 40000). We set γ = 0.99 and
λ = 0.8 (if needed). Target networks (if exists) are updated every 200 training steps.
The architecture of the COMA critic is a feedforward fully-connected neural
network with the first 2 layers, each of which has 128 units, followed by a final layer
of |U | units. Naive central critic shares the same architecture with COMA critic
with an exception that its final layer contains 1 units.
The mixing network in QMIX and VDAC-mix shares an identical structure. It
consists of a single hidden layer of 32 units, whose parameters are outputted by
hypernetworks. An ELU activation function follows the hidden layer in the mixing
network. The hypernetworks consist of a feedforward network with a single hidden
layer of 64 units with a ReLU activation function.

6.0.2

StarCraft II Results
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(a) 1c3s5z

(b) 2s_vs_1sc

(c) 2s3z

(d) 3s5z

(e) 8m

Figure 6.1: Overall results: VDACs vs QMIX under A2C
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(a) 1c3s5z

(b) 2s_vs_1sc

(c) 2s3z

(d) 3s5z

(e) bane_vs_bane

(f) 8m

Figure 6.2: Overall results: VDAC-mix vs VDAC-mix(linear) vs VDAC-sum
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